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CPE hire
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Kentucky's Council on
Postsecondary Education yesterday named Robert L. King as
its third president_ which drew
approval from state executives
and university
presidents
including
Murray State
University's.
A
press
release from
the CPE said
that King, 61,
will begin his
term no later
than April I. He
is the former chancellor of the
State University of New York,
which is the largest higher education system in the country
with 64 campuses and an annual
operating budget of $8.5 billion.
He is currently the president and
CEO of the Arizoaa Community
Foundation, a charitable organization that focuses on education, economic development
and scientific research.
He will replace Thomas
Layzell. who retired from the
post in September 2007.
Dr. Randy Dunn said he and
the eight other public university
presidents went to Lexington
last week to interview King and
the other finalist for the position. He said King's experience
with New York's "huge system"
had prepared him for the job.

"Given his political background and finance background,
I think he has both the knowledge ba.se and the skill set to
come in and be successful,"
Dunn said.
Dunn said King would have
to be mindful that the CPE is a
coordinating hoard and not a
governing board of the universities. This means that university
presidents report to their boards
of regents and not directly to the
CPE president. He said both
types of higher education systems are common throughout
the United States.
King will also need to spend
time at the beginning of his term
becoming acquainted with
Kentucky's many political constituencie and speak to the relevance of the CPE, Dunn said.
"The CPE has not been a
highly functioning, finely tuned
organization since 1 have been
in Kentucky,- said Dunn, who
was named MSU president in
2006."But even in that time, the
individual universities have
been able to have success. So 1
think he will have to speak to
the relevancy of(the CPE)"
Dunn also said he hops,
King will be able to address the
universities' financial woes,
which have become even worse
with the state budget shortfall
and demands for budget cuts at
educational institutions.

•See Page 2A

Sen. Bunning
criticizes auto
bailout plan
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning criticized a
proposed $15 billion auto industry bailout for "throwing money" at
what he called a self-inflicted problem rather than seeking longterm solutions.
Bunning, a Republican from a state with strong
auto industry ties, said Tuesday the ultimate solution might be Chapter II bankruptcy protection
that could allow ailing automakers to emerge leaner but stronger.
"That approach would allow the necessary
changes to be made much more quickly than under
ordinary circumstances, and with no political
involvements like an auto czar designating who
are the winners and who are the losers," Bunning
said in a conference call with Kentucky reporters.
Bunning
The congressional debate over an aid package
for Detroit's Big Three auto makers has big implications in
Kentucky. Ford Motor Co. has two plants in Louisville and General
Motors Corp. has a plant in Howling Green.
In 2006, Kentucky trailed only Michigan and Ohio in production
of cars and light trucks, according to an automotive industry profile
by Kentucky government. Toyota has a big production plant at
Georgetown, Ky.
Bunning said he was reviewing the proposal to provide emergency loans and create a presidentially named "car czar." In taking
a shot at the plan, Bunning said he was concerned about "simply
throwing money at the problem that was in large part created by the
auto industry manufacturers themselves over the last 20 years."

•See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

NO STUDENTS, NO INJURIES: Bud's Wrecker Service personnel pull a Murray Independent Schools bus out of a ditch early
Tuesday evening at the intersection of 16th and Sycamore streets after it went over the right shoulder of the rain-slick street.
A report from Murray Poiice Department was not available this morning; however there were no children on the bus and no
one was injured Superintendent Bob Rogers said the bus had delivered students back home from a field trip to Louisville and
was headed to the bus garage when it went over the shoulder while making a tum at the intersection.

aveling for Treasure
kirrouip inakes

stop to find fortunes

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
If you have anything old you want to get
rid of, the Treasure Hunters Roadshow
wants to buy it trete you.
A team of roadshow buyers opened up
shop in a conference room in Murray's Best
Western Tuesday morning. Show manager
Barb Hipsher said Treasure Hunters is based
in Athens, Ill. and that there are a total of 10
teams traveling country who buy antiques
and other valuables for 5,000 collectors with
whom they keep in contact.
Hipsher said that with the economy in
bad shape right now, more and more people
are interested in clearing out their houses
and selling the things they don't want anymore. She said they often buy gold and silver jewelry and that people can also get a
decent price for sterling.
Depending on the weight, an old set of
sterling silverware could fetch between
$100 and $300, she said.
"It's just a great way to make some
money from things laying in your drawers at
home."
The Treasure Hunters buy plenty of
things besides jewelry, including old musical instruments of all types. Buyer Adam
Bolton said that the serial number tells him
everything he needs to know, including
where and when the instrument was made.
One Murray resident, W.A. Erwin,
showed up yesterday with a mid-'60s
Fender Mustang, a Gene Autry "Old Santa
Fe" acoustic guitar and a 1959 Gibson amp.
Hipsher said when a customer walks in
with some items, they are given a number
and asked to wait in line if there is a crowd.
He or she then lays the items out on the table
and one of the buyers inspects them. The
seller then looks the item up on a Web site
HAWKINS TEAGUE.Ledger &
to see if one of the collectors is interested.
Barb Hipsher, a Treasure Hunters Roadshow manager, demonstrates how she
If it is something the buyer is interested inspects jewelry with a magnifying glass she sometimes wears around her neck.
in purchasing, the seller will be offered a
price based on the current market value. ring The man said his wife had had some his reward.
Hipsher said it is common when they ate
Hipsher said that they offer to pay about 95 problems and that they owed a lot of money
a
town for a few days to see the same pen.
in
$1,400
She
offered
him
medical
bills.
on
percent for most jewelry.
"Even if they don't know if it's gold or and he said he would come back after he had son come back several times. Often, the per:
son tells their fricnds and family and wors1
discussed it with his wife.
not, we will look at everything," she said.
•
Pugh said that the next morning, she gets around quickly, she said.
Occasionally, someone who wanders into
Roadshow
will
It
Hunter
The
Treasure
who
a
woman
herself
talking
to
found
a roadshow can get quite a deal. Michelle
Pugh, one of the buyers in town this week, turned out to be the man's niece. The niece at Best Western until Saturday. They will ha
Wednesdai
said that she was in Richmond, Ind., when a revealed that her aunt had bought the ring at open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
pair,
man came in with a nice-sized diamond a garage sale for 50 cents. It wasn't much through Friday and from 9 a.m. to 4
longer before the man came back to claim Saturday.
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Car czar would hold sway over companies
WASHINGTON ( A P) — - Detroit's
automakers may soon be answenng to a
powerful "car czar," who would dole out
short-term emergency loans like a kid's
allowance, put them on a restructuring diet
and hold veto power over any transaction of
more than $100 million
An overseer for the auto industry was a
central part of an agreement in principle
reached late Tuesday to provide $15 billion
in government loans to the companies.
Congressional aides and a senior administration official said the car czar would be
named by President George W Bush and

tasked with overhauling the auto industry.
Negotiators reached a compromise to
require the CLalf to revoke the loans and deny
any further federal aid to automakers that
failed to wring concessions from labor
unions, creditors and others to ensure their
survival by next spnng — essentially pushing them into bankruptcy.
"If they don't meet the conditions of
restructunng, there IS not going to be an
endless flow of money to this industry,"
warned House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, DCalif., before the conceptual agreement was
reached.

Indeed, for the large manufacturers General Motors Corp 's annual capital budget is about $4 billion - the amount of oversight would he dramatic. White House and
congressional negotiators were coalescing
around giving the czar veto-power over any
asset sale., investments, contracts and commitments of $100 million or more.
That's a looser restriction than
Democrats proposed in their initial draft of
the bailout, which would have set the transaction limit at $25 million. The lower figure
led to fears of micrornanagement from some
auto industry insiders.

•Auto bailout ...
From Front
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & T.rnes
RAINY DAY WEATHER: A steady rain fell on Murray and
western Kentucky Tuesday According to the National Weather
Service, today's forecast calls for a 40 percent chance of rain
or drizzle before becoming mostly cloudy tonight.

Bunning urged President
George W Bush to oppose the
proposal because it would
socialize a key U.S. industry.
"If George W. signs on this

bill, then he doesn't care about
free enterprise and all the things
that go along with our system as
we know it," Bunning said of his
fellow Republican.
Meanwhile, Senate Minonty
Leader Mitch McConnell, R-
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Ky., said that a
11110draft bailout
plan failed to
include needed
reforms to fix
a host of problems and steer
the U.S. auto
industry back
to health.
"I want to
McConnell
support a bill
that revives this industry,"
McConnell said in a Senate
speech Tuesday.
"But I will not support a hill
that revives the patient with taxpayer dollars yet doesn't secure
a commitment that the patient
will change its ways so future
help isn't needed."
McConnell said any proposal
should
force
struggling
automakers to get control of the
cost of employee benefits, make
wages competitive with more
successful automakers and
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NOTICE
II The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
Calloway County Preschool.
Items on the agenda include
recognitions, a public forum
on health and wellness; a
campus project review; and
a district report card.
• The City of Murray
Public Safety Committee will
meet at 6:20 p.m. Thursday
at City Hall. They will review
and discuss bids for a burn
trailer for the fire department
which will be purchased via a
FEMA grant in the amount of
$88,425. There is a 10 percent matching requirerncrt
with the grant, although
Calloway County Fire &
Rescue will pay one-half of
the match.
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at City Hall. There
will be a second reading of
an ordinance to extend the
retail alcohol sale hours until
12:15 a.m. on Jan. 1, 2009.
The council will also vote on
municipal orders to reappoint
Richard Vanover and Marc
Peebles to the city Planning
Commission and to appoint
Mary Ann Medlock to the
Board
of
Zoning
Adjustments. All three are
four-year terms and expire
Jan.
1,
2013.
Representatives from Murray
Electric System and New
Wave Communications wil!
also speak about digita:
cable and possible rate
changes. The council will
also review the city's audit
for the 2007-08 fiscal year
and Don Rogers will give a
report on litter abatement.
•
The
Murray
Independent
Board
of
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. on Thursday
in the central office boardroom
of
the
Carter
Administration Buiiding on
South 13th Street. On the
agenda for the meeting is a
report on the annual audit, a
budget
and
personnel
update by Superintendent
Bob Rogers, a request for
shortening a school day,
board meeting schedule for
2009 and various other oral
and written reports from district departments.
•To report a Town Crier
itern, call 753-1916.

Internet
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adjust dealership networks
As the top-ranking Senate
Republican. McConnell will
have an influential voice in congressional negotiations over any
plan to rescue the domestic
automakers.
Bunning said to regain solid
financial footing, domestic
automakers need to reduce
capacity. shrink dealership networks, eliminate some brands
and, most important, "produce
cars that Americans want to
buy."
"Even when the current economic climate passes, these
companies cannot survive at
their current size and cost structure." he said.
He said a Chapter II bankruptcy filing would offer protection dunng restructunng, ensuring the production and supply
chain remains to protect plant
workers, suppliers and dealers.
Bunning said he would be
supportive of offering federal
loan
guarantees for any
automaker emerging from
Chapter II so the company
could secure private financing to
carry out a new business plan.
Asked if consumers would
buy autos from a company in
bankruptcy protection, Bunning
said the government should
guarantee the warranties of
vehicles made by an automaker
dunng the bankruptcy process.
Bunning.
who
earlier
opposed a $700 billion government bailout of the financial
industry, said he sympathizes
with auto workers and others
linked to the industry who are
worried about their jobs.
He said he wants to do something to get the industry on
sound footing, but warned: "No
matter what we do, some of
those jobs are going to go away
for at least the short term."

•CPE
From Front
"We need to figure out a funding approach that has the capacity to provide campuses with
what they need, has credibility
and is predictable and
fair," he said.
Gov. Steve
Beshear also
issued d statement
commenting
on
King's
new
position.
Dunn
"I am exoted to have
someone of Robert King's
stature leading our system of
public higher education in
Kentucky," he said. "Mr. King
bnngs a national reputation for
leadership in higher education
to Kentucky. At this critical
juncture in the reforms of higher education, having someone
with his experience, intellect
and national standing will be
invaluable as we seek to make
college more affordable and
accessible to more young
Kentuckians."
King's three-year contract
with the CPE includes a
$360.(X10 salary, $40,000 for
housing or deferred compensation and a state vehicle.
Kentucky statute requires that
the CPE president make more
than the highest paid public university president's base salary,
which is $352.000.
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N. Ky. officials awaiting
tests in death
COVINGTON, Ky (AP) - Officials in northern Kentucky are still
awaiting toxicology reports and other test results before determining
what caused the death of a man in police custody
Police say 52-year-old Leroy Hughes of Covington died Dec 3
after police fired lasers at him three times
Covington Police Chief Lee Russo told The Kentucky Enquirer
that Hughes apparently had some pre-existing health issues but he
didn't know specifics
Police said Hughes refused to follow officers orders and threw a
box of bullets at them Police said officers fired lasers at Hughes
twice but they had no effect Police say officers then wrestled
Hughes to the ground, fired a laser again and handcuffed Hughes
Five officers were placed on administrative leave, but Russo says
they have returned to work following a review He says the case is
still under review but that it appears the officers followed procedure
Police say Hughes was 6-foot-6 and weighed more than 400
poonrts Police say he had a loaded 9 mm handgun acid two boxes
of ammunition.

14
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LOUISVILLE. Ky. tAP) —
Kemucky agriculture appears on
pa;e to reap a record $4.7 billion
iii jsti receipts this year. weathering a summer drought and
surging production costs, economists said
Net farm income — the
amount left after expenses —
was projected to he about 51.5
billion in 2008. up slightly from
a year ago. said University of
Kentucky agricultural economist Lee Meyer.
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Officials in Pike County. Kentucky are
"It's an even year, with some
hoping a new ordinance will prevent metal thefts in the area
positive shifts on the crop side
It requires all junkyard and scrap metal dealers to have a license of
things and some negative
to do business in the county
shifts on the livestock side."
Workers also must get copies of picture ID's and driver's license
Meyer said as UK ag econoinformation from everyone who sells them metal.
Police and sheriff's deputies say this will make it easier to track mists offered their prognosis for
2008 and the coming year.
scrap metal.
The projected $4.7 billion
Sheriff Charles Keesee says another goal is to stop the dealers
cash reczipt total would be up
who are buying stolen property
$1.2 billion, or 34 percent. from
2001, according to Meyer. Last
year, farm cash receipts in the
Bluegrass state totaled $4.4 bilLEAING I ON, Ky (AP) -- Umversity of Kentucky President Lee T. lion.
Corn and soybeans yielded
Todd Jr. has started a process to make the Lexington campus
sharply higher overall income
smoke-free.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported Lee told the UK Board of this year due to increased proTrustees on Tuesday he is appointing a task force to plan and imple- duction along with escalating
ment a ban on smoking that would include outdoor areas.
prices fetched by farmers earlier
There's already a smoking bao inside university dormitories and in the year. Meyer said. Those
all other buildings. Smoking is also prohibited in and on the grounds prices have since fallen.
of the UK Chandler Medical Center
According to Todd, 160 other colleges and universities in the
nation ban all smoking on their campuses.
Still to be decided is whether the coming ban will apply to UK
satellite campuses.
FRANKFORT. Ky.
Attorney General Jack Conway
PIKEVILLE. Ky. kAP) -- A traffic crash ii) Pikeville has killed three today announced a settlement
with a Gig Harbor. Washingtonpeople and injured others.
A news release from the city police department said the crash based charity that claimed to
raise funds to help pay veteroccurred on U.S. 23 about 10 p.m. Tuesday.
The name of one of the victims was released. He was identified as ans' expenses but ultimately
47-year-old Ernest Johnson of Pikeville.
gave less than 1% of the money
Another of the dead was a juvenile whose age wasn't immediate- raised to veterans.
ly available.
The agreement, filed today in
The name of the third victim was withheld, pending notification of Franklin Circuit Court, bars the
relatives.
charity, American Veterans
Investigating officers said they found three vehicles at the crash Coalition, and its principal
opersite and reports of a fourth that left the scene.
Police said a vehicle crossed the median of the highway and ators. Robert Friend. Jr. and
Shao Met Wang, from soliciting
crashed into an oncoming vehicle, killing victims in both of them.
contributions in Kentucky for
A third vehicle was damaged by debris.
10 years.
In the settlement. Friend and
missing
Wang, who are husband and
wife. also agreed that no other
after eastern
house tire
charity operated by them will
OLYMPIA, Ky (AP) — State fire investigators are searching for
solicit contributions in the
two children after a house fire in eastern Kentucky.
Kentucky Public Protection Cabinet spokesman Jim Carroll says Commonwealth of Kentucky for
settlement
investigators are searching for the children in the remnants of a 10 years. The
requires the charity to pay the
house that caught fire Wednesday at about 6 a.m. EDT.
Carroll said it appears other family members got out of the house Commonwealth of Kentucky
and to refund
in the Olympia community of Bath County. but he did not have their $10.000
$9,927.50. the entire amount
identities or conditions.
Firefighters with the Olympia, Owingsville and Salt Lick volunteer raised in Kentucky, as restitufire departments responded to the blaze and Deputy State Fire tion.
Marshal Chuck Bradley was ort the way to the scene
"Given the tremendous sacCarroll said the cause and origin of the fire are under investiga- rifice made by the thousands of
tion.
Kentucky soldiers who are serv-

New ordinance aimed at metal thefts

Task force will put
UK smoking ban into effect

Even tobacco, once the
state's predominant crop but
now reduced to a more limited
role, is expected to register a 13
percent income boost, he said.
Rising crop income offset
problems in the livestock sector,
most notably in the state's signature horse industry. The equine
sector is forecast to generate
$900 million this year. compared to $1.1 billion last year as
it feels the pinch from the larger
economic downturn. Meyer
said.
Looking ahead to next year.
Meyer predicted that overall
farm cash receipts will drop
slightly
to $4.6 billion.
Livestock receipts are forecast
to increase about 2 percent to
$2.7 billion, he said.
Crop income is forecast at
$1.9 billion next year, down 6
percent. he said.
Jackie Heath. a corn and soybean farmer in Graves County in
far western Kentucky. wasn't so
optimistic about next year.
mainly because of costs for fertilizer and other inputs that are
"killing us."
"At the current prices, it's a
losing proposition to even think
about planting anything next

year." said Heath, who attended
the economists' review, which
coincides with the Kentucky
Farm Bureau's annual convention.
"One side is going to have to
give — either the input costs are
going to have to come down or
the grain prices are going to
have to come up."
Charles House, a cattleman
from Nicholas County in northern Kentucky. said he opted not
to fertilize his hay fields this
year because of the expense,
despite reduced yields.
-At the price fertilizer was
this year, there's no way that 1
could make it pay," he said.
Another complication was
the summer drought that turned
his pasture land into brown stubble, he said.
Will Snell, a UK ag economist specializing in tobacco,
said Kentucky's overall tobacco
crop is expected to grow an estimated 6 percent this year. as a
surge in dark tobacco planting
offset a drop in burley acreage.
Contract prices for burley
tobacco are expected to be in the
S .70s per pound, compared to
$1.55 to $1.60 a pound last year,
he said. Kentucky remains the

nation's top producer it burlei
an ingredient in cigarettes.
The improved burley pnces.
plus a more than 40 percent
increase in production of dark
tobacco — which is used in
smokeless products — will 110
tobacco income to around $373
million this year, up from an
average of $330 million in
recent years. Snell said. Dark
tobacco will account for nearly
one-third of this year's value.
Meanwhile, other economic
factors could play big roles in
Kentucky agriculture in 2009,
Meyer said.
Interest rates will remain low,
but access to credit could be a
concern, he said.
A recent upswing in the dollar's value means U.S. farm
goods bound for overseas markets have risen in price, which
could affect exports in the coming year. he said.
Meanwhile, about threefourths of Kentucky farm families rely on off-farm income, but
that source of money could be
jeopardized for some as the job
market shrinks amid the economic downturn, he said.

AG settles fraud claim against purported veterans charity

Crash in Pikeville kills 3

2 children

Ky.

ing or who have served in places
of great danger. I welcome any
charity that seeks to assist ovr
veterans and their families."
General
Conway
said.
"However, organizations that
defraud consumers and deny
much needed assistance to our
military men and women will
not be tolerated in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky."
The Office of the Attorney
General alleges that the
American Veterans Coalition
violated
the
Consumer
Protection Act by making false
and misleading statements to
donors about how contributions
would be used. Investigators
report that the Coalition misled
donors into believing that a substantial amount of their donations would be spent on providing financial assistance to veterans. Of the $1,239,812.00
raised nationally in 2006, the
Coalition only spent 17,400 in
financial assistance to veterans.
The
American
Veterans
Coalition and its operators dispute
the allegations. The
Assurance
of
Voluntary
Compliance is not an admission

Coal county
reaps hidden
fortune

or finding of a violation.
Since taking office, General
Conway has filed five other settlements
and
recovered
$46,827.50
for
the
Commonwealth and consumers
from charities or solicitors that
have
allegedly
violated
Consumer Protection laws.
-There are many reputable
charities and responsible solicitors that do a great deal of good
in our communities, but there
are also fraudulent organizations that deprive those in need.
Particularly during this holiday
season,
I
encourage
Kentuckians to give generously,
but wisely, to the causes and
organizations of their choice."
said General Conway.
Questions to ask before making a charitable donation
include:
A What is the full name,
address and phone number of
the charity?
A Do you work for the charity or are you a paid fund-raiser?
A How much of my contribution will go to the charity and
how much to the solicitor'?
A What will the charity use
my contribution for?

• Is my contribution tax
deductible?
• Is the charity registered
with the Office of Attorney
General?
A Is the solicitor registered
with the Office of Attorney
General?
A What percentage of its
total income does the charity
spend on its charitable purpose?
A Can I obtain a copy of the
charity's IRS Form 990 or other
financial statement showing the
percentage of donations spent
on fundraising and administrative expenses?
Tips to prevent fraud include:
A Never give your credit
card number to someone soliciting by phone.
A Never give cash. Always
make the check payable to the
charity and ask for a receipt.
A Never respond to emails
requesting personal information, including your name,
address, date of birth, place of
birth, social security number or
your mother's maiden name.
A Never agree to meet with a
solicitor in your home or accept
an offer for a courier to come to
your home to pick up your
donation.
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Christmas Yard Sale

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
John Prine may want to write a
new song about Muhlenberg
County.
The western Kentucky coal
county made famous by the
Prime song "Paradise" has
received a multi-million dollar
gift from a resident who quietly
built the fortune before he died.
The Community Foundation
of Louisville announced in a
news release that Felix E.
Martin Jr. left $50 million to the
county. The Foundation says it
will distribute the money every
year through grants.
Martin. 80, a native of
Muhlenberg County, died in
November 2007. According to
the Web site for his foundation,
he lived modestly and built his
fortune through private investing after inhenting more than
$8 million from his mother in
2001.
He stated in his will he wanted the money to be distributed
for the benefit of the education.
civic and cultural needs ot
Muhlenberg County residents.
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Hosted by Calloway County LAMP Homeschoolers
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HELPING HIS KIDS: Volunteers are pictured unloading close to $100.000 worth of toys at
retail prices locally Monday. This is part of the Helping His Kids Foundation efforts to take
care of children in need at Christmas. If aware of a child who needs help this Christmas. visit
Pnmary Care Medical Center or Hardin Baptist Church to fill out an information card_
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OUR READERS
WRITE
Editor's Note: The following is the written statement
Murray City Councilman Robert Billington, Jr read at the
Not. 25 council meeting to explain why. he was voting in
favor of allowing alcohol sales in Murray restaurants for an
additional 15 minutes past usual time of midnight on Dec.
31 It has been published here at his request:
As you will recall, at our Nov. 13. 2008 Public Safety
Committee meeting. I brought up the 12:15 a.m. compromise
for New Year's Eve only. It was agreeable with the restaurant owners and also at that time, some agreement on behalf
of those concerned about the 1 a.m. time frame. I felt it
was a fair compromise.
As you know, my stance has been not to extend our
drinking hours past what we currently have under our law.
Therefore, my vote on the council floor reflected this stance
However, after 12 days of studying this issue. 1 feel
allowing a 12:15 a.m. time on Jan. I, 2009 ONLY is a very
fair compromise and I will be changing my vote to yes.
Factors that influenced my decision were statements made
by our chief of police that we have not had any DUls or
accidents in the last four years on the New Year's holiday.
It iF of my opinion that by not allowing a 12:15 a.m.
time frame could cause a safety hazard. People could be
traveling instead of staying in Murray - Paducah, Nashville,
etc. Also, they could be traveling from a friend's house. To
have them confined to a restaurant setting with cab service
makes sense to me. Each of the restaurants said they were
going to stay open and serve food past the 12:15 a.m. time
frame.
During these difficult economic times, we need to support
our community - our restaurants, our hotels and our merchants. Our restaurants in our community are big employers.
some employing close to 100 people. They pay taxes and
give back to our community, university and schools. To
extend 15 minutes or 900 seconds in my opinion allows for
a safer environment for our community and only makes
sense.
In closing, one could make the argument this is setting
precedent, which is valid. As your councilman. I will assure
you I will not vote to extend minutes on any other date.
Unlike the Fourth of July, Labor Day or Thanksgiving, the
holiday is midnight - ringing in the new year.
1 am ready to put this issue behind us and move forward,
Aftermonths of rehearsal
working together as a council, setting policy and benefiting
and the holiday concert
not a week away - the
our community. We do not need a divided community. We
sopranos had suddenly
need to work together to benefit all citizens of this great
become shrill while the altos
community.
shitted to a
Robert Billington. Jr.
half-tone
Murray City Councilman
flat. Worse
yet, the
best tenor's
voice
changed
over a
ffnves
weekend.
and the
bass who
was supMain Street posed to
By Constance sing the
solo "The
Alexander
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
People
Local
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20510
Who
Columnist
www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115
Walked in
Darkness,"
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
was suspended for skipping
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
school.
www.jim_bunning bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343
As a result, the choral
music teacher, Mr. Az.zolina.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
was tearing out his hair and
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
muttering curses in Italian. A
1-202-224-2541 (Washingtrin
Julliard graduate. he had
sung at opera houses all
State Rep. Melvin Henley (D-Murray)
over the world; women
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
reportedly swooned at the
e-mail: melvin henley Irc.ky.gov
1 -800-372-71 81
sound of his nch tenor
State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
voice. Though he was a conLegislative Offices. Capitol Annex
summate professional in the
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181
adult world, he was reduced
to tears of frustration in the
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Inspiring sounds of the season
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room because of us.
It happened the same way
every year. We started
rehearsing in September so
there was plenty of time to
learn the music, get the pans
to blend, memorize the
words. The process ran
smoothly up to November,
but then there were SAT's,
the homecoming game,
Thanksgiving.
Santa Claus was coming
to town and we kids were
distracted. Things started
deteriorating at the first
rehearsal in December. so
extra practices were scheduled before and after school.
Some kids couldn't attend
because of prior commitments; everyone grumbled
and griped. Mr. A. had to
tap two, three, four times on
the music stand to get us to
quiet down and pay attention. Occasionally he snapped
a baton in two for good
measure.
The stakes were especially
high my senior year. Besides
challenging selections from
Handel's "Messiah,- we were
singing Hanukkah songs in
Hebrew, yuletide songs in
Spanish and German, and a
cantata of Appalchian Christmas Carols. The school had
purchased brand new blue
choir robes with white satin

collars, and a professional
musician was engaged to
accompany us.
Besides the singing, Mr.
A had designed a real spectacle, a new way to delight
the audience. Once they
were all settled in their
seats, the lights in the auditorium would dim and then
go completely dark. On cue.
the chorus — each one carrying a lit candle —
processed in, singing "Oh
Come All Ye Faithful."
When we got to the stage
and arranged ourselves properly on the risers, we were
to finish the song and blow
out our candles in one
breath.
Our marching orders were
clear, but the closer it got to
opening night, the more our
skills eroded. We tripped.
giggled, even forgot the
words to songs we'd known
since we could say fa-la-lala-la. It was inevitable that
one day Mr. A. would erupt
like Mount Vesuvius.
Once it was over, we all
settled down to business, but
that dress rehearsal was a
mess.
These stories always have
happy endings, at least when
they get written down, so I
recall the night of the performance we were note per-

fect.
I still have the sheet
music, and every year at
Christmas time I take it out.
When 1 play the songs.
hear the voices of my classmates. see their faces round
and sweet in candlelight. I
remember the thrill of the
audience standing for the
"Halleluiah Chorus,- and Mr.
A., his dark eyes snapping,
signaling the altos to slow
down.
At the end of the concert,
his forehead glazed with
sweat. Mr. A. blew a kiss at
us before he took his bow.
Afterwards, we handed in
our robes and rushed off to
be with friends and family.
For days. everyone talked
about the magic of that winter night, the amazing way
the school seemed to levitate
on a cushion of young voices raised in song and praise.
Inspiring music abounds
this season. Log on to
www.wkms.org for a schedule
of their special holiday programming.
Read Main Street online
at wwwmurrayledgercom.
Contact the columnist directly
at
constancealexander@newwave
comm.net.
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In this "Home and Away" column
consider this another one of the
-Away" pieces In December exactly
our years ago 1 made a trip to
Oxford. England to
research and write,
but also to soak in
the culture and history
of Oxford.
I have written several columns about
my Oxford experience
because it was a trip
that made a profound
impression on me. I
would not consider
Home and my Oxford sojourn a
Away
restful experience. In
By James
fact. I found myself
Duane Bolin exhausted most of the
Ledger & Times time I was there.
Columnist
Perhaps I tried to do
too much. I wanted
to experience it all.
Sleepy during a boring lecture at the
Ashmolean Museum. I put my head
down, my chin dropping to my chest,
closed my eyes, and then opened them
to stare at my shoes. That's when I
noticed it!
The Ashmolean Museum in Oxford.

England was not boring. mind you: it
was the lecture on Alexander the Great.
The lecturer showed mediocre slides.
made only a few mildly interesting
points, and then finally, mercifully,
opened it up for questions from the
audience.
The questions kept popping up.
Obviously. I was one of only a few in
the audience who found the lecture
uninteresting. I only wanted to leave
the lecture room so that I could
explore the riches of the Ashmolean.
It had been my idea to attend the lecture. I had seen it posted on a flyer.
But the actual product proved to be
much less interesting—to me at least—
than advertised.
That morning I had run six miles
through the streets of Oxford, down to
Magdalen College, C. S. Lewis' college.
past the Radcliffe Camera, and by the
Bodleian Library. I continued to run
until I found Harris Manchester College
before returning to my flat at Regent's
Park.
Six miles in Oxford. my first run in
England, and a run I will never forget.
I came back to the apartment sweaty
and tired, but gushing with delight. I
took a quick shower, laced up my run-

ning shoes again and headed out the
door to the museum, eventually landing
at the Ashmolean for the two o'clock
lecture on Alexander the Great.
About halfway into the lecture. I put
my head down, closed my eyes, opened
them, focused in on my running shoes,
and only then did I notice that I had
on two different shoes. a Saucony on
my right foot and a Nike on my left.
At daybreak back home in Murray,
in my haste to pack for Oxford. in a
rush to catch my plane at the Nashville
airport, I had fumbled around in my
darkened closet and picked out the two
odd running shoes. And in my euphoria at being in Oxford, the city of my
dreams. I had never noticed the difference, until I had worn the things for
four days in England.
I am not sure if other people
noticed the odd sartorial get-up of yet
another strange Aniencan. a Kentuckian
no doubt.
At least I had not gone barefoot.
Duane Bohn teaches in the Depart-,
men: of History at Murray State University. Contact him at
duane.bolin@murraystate.edu.
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Obituaries
Joseph Ward
Jostph V44rd, go, Murray. died Tuesday. Dec. 9, 2008. at 5:24
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Ben Wade Crawford, M.D.

A mcnoori.(1 scrsi,(2 hr ticn Wade
(
.r.ass lord, M.D.. will be held
•p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
at the Lexington Cemetery in Lexington. Ky.. on Saturday. Dec. 20.
A childhood member of First Baptist Church,
at II a.m. Sylvan Abbey Funeral Home of
Murray, he graduated from Murray High School in
Clearwater. Ha.. was in charge of arrangements.
1939 and attended Murray State University. He
Expressions of sympathy may be made at the famreceived his bachelor of arts degree from the
ily's request as donations to the Alzheimer's
University of Kentucky, his M.F.A. from East
Association. 225 North Michigan Ave.. Fl. 17,
Tennessee State University and also attended the American
Chicago, Ill 60601-7633
Academy of Art, Chicago, Ill., and University of Art Institute.
Dr. Crawford,82, North Redington Beach, Fla.,
Philadelphia, Pa. He worked as a college art professor at Virginia
formerly of Lexington. Ky.. died Dec. 2. 2008. He
Intermont College, Bristol, Va., and College of Charleston.
was born Oct. 9. 1926, in Murray. Ky., the son of
Charleston, S.C. He was a World War II disabled veteran of the U.S.
the late Wade and Clover Crawford. One brother,
Crawford
Army Corps of Engineers.
Colonel Fred Mills Crawford, preceded him in
death.
Preceding him in death was his wife, Paula Moore Ward. Born
imh
.
Survivors include his wife, Mary Jo Cundiff
Feb. II, 1922, he was the son of the late Elde Hulet and Ethel
Crawford; three daughters, Jennifer Crawford,
Lassiter Thornton Ward.
Leslie Echave and husband. Jorge. and Wendy
Survivors include two sons, Joseph Marshall Ward Jr. and wife,
Longmire and husband. Jay; four grandchildren.
Pam, Murray, and McDaniel Moore Ward and wife, Kathy, Pearl
River. La.; six grandchildren, Jacob, Bradley, Meagan. Lauren. Logan and Evan Echave. Tampa, Ha., and Wade and Madison
Longmire, Nashville. Tenn.; one brother. Jean Gray Crawford and
Dillon and Alex.
A memorial service will be held at a later date. lines-Miller wife, Bettye. Mayfield, Ky.
Dr. Crawford is a graduate of Murray State University(1949)and
Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements. Online conthe University of Louisville Medical School (1953). He served in
dolences may be made to www.imesmillei-ocom.
the United States Army from 1944-1946. Upon completing medical
..chool. Dr. Crawford and his wife lived in Olive Hill, Ky., and then
Jason Carlyle Kitty Jr.
Camden. Tenn., where he practiced Family Medicine. He continued
Jason Carlyle Kirby Jr., 48, Kirksey, died Monday, Dec. 8. 2008.
his education at Ohio State University obtaining a specialty in anesat 3 p.m. at his home. He was born May 5, 1960.
thesiology in 1961. After which, Dr. Crawford, his wife, and three
Survivors include his wife, Kelly E. Kirby, to whom he was margirls settled in Lexington. Ky.. where he practiced anesthesiology at
ried Aug. 22.1984; two sons, Kyle Jacob Kirby, Manhattan, Kan.,
Central Baptist Hospital for 25 years. Dr. Crawford then founded
and Tanner Alan Kirby, Kirksey; his father, Jason Carlyle Kirby Sr.,
Medical Heights Outpatient Surgery Center where he practiced
West Virginia; his mother, Margaret Ann Haynes Kirby, Kirksey;
anesthesiology and managed outpatient surgery until his retirement
two sisters, Norma Jean Nank and husband. Carl, San Diego. Calif. in 1993.
and Jennifer Marie Kirby-Huff and husband. Montgomery, Largo.
Upon retirement, Dr. Crawford and his wife moved to North
Fla. Visitation will be at Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home from Redington Beach, Fla.
II a.m. to 1 p.m. on Friday. Online condolences may be made at
Dr. Crawford was a gentleman's farmer, owning and farming
www.imesmillercom.
land adjacent to Raven's Run, where he could embrace his love of
nature. His hobbies were baking bread. Kentucky football, histonc
Mrs. Ova Elberton
reading, and tilling the land when not practicing medicine.
Mrs. Ova Etherton, 87, Murray, died Tuesday. Dec. 9, 2008, at 1
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Laura Mae Thomas
A memona ,en.ice for Mrs. Laura Mae Thomas will be conduct:d later in Murray. McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris,
rcnn., is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Thomas,83,Fox Meadows Drive. Murray,
lied Thursday. Dec. 4, 2008. at Henry County
Nursing Home, Paris Tenn.
A homemaker, she was a member of Church of
' Mist, Murray. Her hobbies were singing and
i,laying old country music.
Preceding her in death were her husband,
William
Swann, one daughter, Pamela Swann. one
Thomas
sister. Zilphie Buckner, and five brothers, Hugh,
Lester, Eldridge and Arville Thomas and one in childhood. Born Jan.
14, 1925, in Asheville, N.C., she was the daughter of the late Henry
Thomas Thomas and Inga Bo Thomas Thomas.
Survivors include one daughter, Nancy Darlene Williams and
husband, Charles. Murray; two sisters, Rosie and Maggie Chandler,
North Carolina; nine grandchildren; six great-grandchildren; five
great-great-grandchildren.

i

Mrs. Tianya lean Wheatley
A memorial service for Mrs. Tianya Jean Wheatley will be held
at a later date. Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Wheatley, 47, Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 7, 2008. at 2:35
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was a homemaker.
Preceding her in death were her husband,Jimmy Wheatley. infant
son, father, Herbert Earl Robertson, and stepfather, Joseph P. Fargo.
Survivors include one daughter, Tara Wheatley, Murray; her
mother. Judy Fargo, and one sister, Susan Woodward, both of
Mayfield; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Betty Sievertson
The funeral for Mrs. Betty Sievertson will be today (Wednesday)
at 1 p.m. at Calvert City Church of Christ. Lance Cordle and Craig
Evans will officiate. Burial will follow in the Calvert City Cemetery
with Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, in charge of
arrangements. Visitation is now at the church.
Mrs. Sievertson, 68, Calvert City, died Sunday. Dec. 7, 2008, at
4:16 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She retired as cook from South Marshall Elementary School and
co-owned the Dairy Dip for 12 years. She was a member of Calvert
City Church of Christ. Preceding her in death were her parents,
Travis Cauley and Sally Barker Smith.
Survivors include her husband, Jon Sievertson, to whom she had
been married for 43 years; one son, Mitch Sievertson, Paducah;
three daughters, Sally Hood and Tina Cutsinger, both of Calvert
City, and Jonda Cox, Gilbertsville; two brothers, James Cauley,
Knoxville, Tenn.. and Mike Cauley, Murray; four grandchildren,
Brandi and Amanda Cutsinger, Aaron Cox and Emily Hood; five
great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

Ward Thomas
The funeral for Ward Thomas will be today (Wednesday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home. Paducah. Dr.
Todd Brady will officiate. Bunal will follow in the
Maplelawn Park Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First
Baptist Church, 2890 Broadway, Paducah, KY
42001 or the charity of your choice in his honor.
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorr.com.
Mr. Thomas. 102. Paducah, died Sunday, Dec. 7, 2008, at 6:05
a.m. He would have celebrated his 103rd birthday on Jan. 24. 2009.
He was recognized numerous times by the media in recent years
including on his 100th birthday and for likely being the oldest living
Eagle Scout in America, an honor bestowed on him in 1918 at the
age of 12.
A Navy veteran, he was a graduate of Augusta Tilghman High
School and attended the University of Kentucky. He was a member
of First Baptist Church,Paducah. He was former owner of Economy
Appliance, now Thomas Furniture. He served as first president of
Junior Chamber of Commerce, Paducah. Preceding him in death
were his wife. Ruth, to whom he was married for 62 years; his parents, Roxie and Tommy Oscar Thomas. and three brothers, Hugh
Warren, Russell and Paul Thomas.
Survivors include one son, Tommy Thomas. Paducah; two
daughters, Roxie Jarvis and husband, Larry. Paducah. and Patsy
Albntton and husband, Dr. John, Memphis, Tenn.; four grandchildren, June Baber and husband, Rodney, and John Thomas Albritton.
Memphis, Ward Jarvis, Warner Robbins. Ga.. and Reed Jarvis and
wife, Lora, Murray; two great-grandchildren.

Rally planned to support
tax hike on cigarettes
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Relay for Life supporters and
the general public are invited to
take part in a rally in support of
a 70 cent per pack tax increase
on cigarettes where Gov. Steve
Beshear is expected to speak
Thursday.
Beshear is scheduled to visit
Paducah for a press conference
at 3 p.m. The Governor's oftice
confirmed that Beshear would
be speaking but did not know
what lie would say during his
Paducah stop.
Relay for Life of Calloway
County Event Chair Tracy
McKinney has contacted local
Relay supporters informing
them of the conference; however the general public is also
invited. Those interested are
asked to gather at 3 p.m.
Thursday in Court Room B at
the
McCracken
County
Courthouse located at 301 S.
6th St. in Paducah.
Advocates have been seeking a tax hike on cigarettes as a
way to reduce the number of
smokers - especially young
smokers - in Kentucky and
impact the state's revenue
issues.
Mary
Huff with
the
American Cancer Society office
in Paducah is hoping as many
supporters in the region as possible will attend.
"Our goal is that the youth
smokers either stop or don't
start," she said.
Huff quoted statistics that for
every 10 percent increase to the
price of a pack of cigarettes,
youth smoking is cut by seven
percent. "So we're hoping we
can get as many people to come
out as we can."
Earlier this year, a bill was
introduced in the House to hike

the state's cigarette excise tax
by 70 cents a pack: a move that
would raise the state levy to SI
a pack. according to a CourierJournal report. Revenue from
the higher tax could amount to
$200 million a year and would
be used to fund health care and
higher education.
Some state legislators have
indicated that they support a
lower cigarette excise tax
increase, such as one between
25 and 30 cents per pack. but
consider the 70-cent jump to be
too high, according to the
report. Senate Minority Leader
Ed Worley said the Senate
might go for a 25-cent per pack
increase.
State Rep. Melvin Henley.
D-Murray. could not be contacted for comment concerning the
issue. State Sen. Ken Winters,
R-Murray, said this morning he
was not prepared to comment
on the proposal: however more
information concerning any
possible action in the state senate would be known following a
caucus with colleagues on the
issue next week.
Winters has previously indicated opposition to a 70 cent tax
increase.
According to the CourserJournal report in November,
Senate
President
David
Williams dismissed an increase
in the state's cigarette tax.
"We're not inclined to raise
any taxes," he said.
However a C-J survey of
senators reportedly found substantial support. The survey
reported 20 of 37 members of
the Senate said they would
either vote for an increase,
would consider it or would not
rule it out. Some have suggested
support for a 25 cents per pack
hike.

Embattled III, governor
could stili fill senate seat
CHICAGO (AP, Gov Rod Blagojevich could still
appoint someone to till Barack
Obama's U.S. Senate seat
despite charges that he tried to
barter it away for cash or a plum
job in what prosecutors call "a
political corruption crime
But it would take a lot of
nerve and Blagojevich would
have to hurry because state lawmakers are racing to snatch
away his power to appoint a new
senator and put it in the hands of
voters.
"No appointment by this governor, under these circumstances, could produce a credible replacement," U.S. Sen.
Dick Durbin said Tuesday after
the governor, a second-term
Democrat, was arrested on
charges of conspiring to commit
fraud and soliciting bribery.
Until state lawmakers call a
election.
special
though.
Blagojevich still has the power
to fill the Senate seat left vacant
by President-elect Obama.
"He is still the sitting governor of Illinois today, now, and
that is not something we have
any say in or control of," U.S.
Attorney Patrick J. Fitzgerald
said in unveiling corruption
charges against the 52-year-old
governor.
Obama was not accused of
any wrongdoing. "I had no contact with the governor or his
office, and so I was not aware of
what was happening," the president-elect said.
Prosecutors stepped in and
had the governor arrested
because he was on "what can
only be called a political corruption crime spree." Fitzgerald
said.
Speaker Michael Madigan.
D-Chicago, said he is prepared
to call the Illinois House into
session as early as Monday to set
a special election to fill the seat.
Illinois Senate President Emil
Jones said he had something
similar in mind.
In
Washington, Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid, DNev., made it plain he didn't
want to seat anyone under such a
cloud, saying the charges "are
appalling and represent as serious a breach of the public trust
as I have ever heard."
Charged
along
with
Blagojevich was his 46-year-old
chief of staff, John Harris. who
was accused of taking part in the
schemes to enrich the governor.
The FBI said in court papers
that Blagojevich was overheard
conspiring to sell the Senate seat
for campaign cash or lucrative
jobs for himself or his wife, a
real estate agent. He spoke of
using the Senate appointment to
land a job with a nonprofit foun-

▪

s.r

s

union-affiliated
group.
and
even held out
hope of getting
n amed
Obama", secretary of health
and
human
services or an
Blagoawieh
ambassador.
According to court papers.
the governor tned to make it
known through emissaries
including union officials anc
fundraisers. that the seat coulc
be had for the right price
Blagojevich allegedly had a
salary in mind - S250,000 tc
5300.(X)0 a year-and spoke ol
collecting half-million and million-dollar political contributions.
"I've got this thing and it's
(expletive) golden." prosecutors
quoted Blagojevich as saying
about the Senate appointment or
federal bugs in his ciunpaigr
office and wiretaps on his home
telephone,"and I'm just not giving it up for (expletive) nothing
I'm not gonna do it."
Chicago FBI chief Robert
Grant said even seasoned investigators were stunned by what
they heard, particularly since the
governor had known for at least
three years that he was under
investigation for alleged hiring
fraud and clearly realized agents
might be listening in.
Besides scheming to swap or
sell the Senate seat. Blagojevich
- a former congressman. state
lawmaker and prosecutor- was
accused of trying to strong-artr
the Chicago Tribune into firing
editorial writers who had called
for his impeachment. He alsc
was accused of using the governor's power over state business
to raise campaign funds.
"But the most cynical behavior in all this, the most appalling.
is the fact that Gov. Blagojevich
tried to sell the appointment tc
the Senate seat vacated by
President-elect
Obama,'
Fitzgerald said. -The conduct
would make Lincoln roll over ir
his grave."
Nothing in the coon papers
suggested Obama had any part
in the discussions about selling
the Senate seat or even knew ol
them. In fact. Blagojevich was
overheard complaining at one
point that Obarna's people are
"not going to give me anything
except appreciation." He added:
"(Expletive) them."
Blagojevich was charged
with two counts: conspiracy tc
commit fraud, which carries a
maximum penalty of 20 years ir
prison, and solicitation to commit bribery, which is punishable
by up 10 years.

/kfee? Aolaay shippine
Cheapest UPS Shipping in
town... GUARANTEED!
•In-store packaging...Bnng it in and we'll pack it tor
Latest pick-up in town & same-des shipping*

THE UPS STORE
632 N. 12th St.(Between Nick's & Asian Buffet)

(270) 762-9103
.4Ion.-Frt 8 a.T.

Don Jones Ind. Avg.

.8780.1 + 88.8
Air Products ................_.53.88+ 0.99

Intel

AT&T. Inc.

29.0$. 0.08

Mattel .

BB&T

/9.22 - 0.38

Briggs & Stratton
16.00 • 0.10
Bristol Alvers Squibb ---21.14 + 0.74
Caterpillar

.........., 43.24 + 0.86

(loom Texaco Corp

/6.89 + 1.33

Ihimier hrssler
Dean Foods

1160 + 1.01

Exxon-Mobil

1533.0.05
+ 1.46

Ford Motor ........._..,_,334 + 0.11
:entral Electric
17.99 +0.21
General Motors........_...4,94 + 0.24
(:lasoSmithIsline ADR
((oodrich

+ 0.18
_3531 + 037

6.42 + 0.20
Hoped Bank' ........10.10 B 11.25 A
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1 B 51
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14.28 - 0.02

Kroger ------------25.74 + 0.27
14.90 • 0.05
60.26 + 0.58
Merck

76.56 + 0.25

Microsoft

20.72 + 0.12

1.C. Pennex

21.28 • 0.13

Pepsicn. Inc.._........

52.83 + 0.56

Pfizer Inc

1659+012

Regions Financial
Schering-Plough

9.01 • 0.10
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Sears Holding Corp
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Time Harrier

10.16 + 0.48

S Bancorp
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CST.

69.02 + 0.13

HellPoint Inc

16.39 + 0.87

Nal•Mart

c4.89 • 0.92

83.84 + 1.15

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants IL-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270 753 3366 I 800 444 1854
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Santa Claus
will visit
Medical
Associates
Monday

Share the Hope collecting
items to take to eastern Kentucky

Santa Claus will be visiting Murray Medical Associates. Marshall County Family
Medical and Albertson Family Medical this Christmas season. Persons may get pictures
with Santa and a few goodies
too.
Santa will he making stops
at the following places:
Murray Medical Associates,
Monday. Dec. 15, from 5 to
Photos provided
7 p.m. at 300 South 8th St.. CLUB MEETING: Susan Hussman. lett, speaker about Senior Citizens at a recent meeting of
the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club was presented a check by Jackie Helm,
Suite 480 West. Murray.
Albertson Family Medical on co-chair. Hostesses were, from left, Sylvia Sanert and Sandra Opperman.
Tuesday. Dec. 16. from 5 to
7 p.m. at 543 Powell St., Benton.
Marshall County Family
Medical. Thursday. Dec. IS.
from 5 to 7 p.m. at 145 Vine
St., Benton.
Pictures with Santa are free.
Any donations will be accepted and given to a local charity.
For more information, contact Murray-Calloway County
Need Line has issued a new
Hospital Marketing Department list of items needed to replenat 762-1382 or 762-1381.
ish the pantry for the clients.
They are spaghetti sauce.
spaghetti, salmon, tuna, canned
pinto, norther. kidney or chili
beans, tomatoes, corn, tomato juice, instant potatoes, macaroni and cheese, leei stew.
corn and soup for the pantry:
eggs and bread for freezer/cooler; dish liquid, toilet paper and
tooth paste for personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies; large
Photo provided
brown paper bags; and toast- GUEST SPEAKER: Tonia Casey, executive director of the
er pastries and fruit juice boxes Murray Calloway Need Line Inc., spoke recently to the
for Back Pack Program.
Kiwanis Club of Murray. She shared with the Kiwanians some
These items may be taken of the ways that
Need Line is making an impact in the comto the Need Line building at
So many choices and so many dect:
munity and talked about the Back Pack Program which is
sions and so much to do' This Ume of
638 South Fourth St.. Murray.
year is especially busy and of course if
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.. helping children in the community by providing food for them
you•re like me you want eserything to be
over the weekends. Need Line is an United Way agency.
Monday through Friday.
perfect and yoU want C,C1)0110 to lose
For information call 753- Kiwanis meets every Thursday at Ryan's at noon. For more
their gilt
information about Kiwanis contact Brenda Call at 753-7870.
Putting a lot of thought into what we
6333.

Need Line
lists items
needed for
pantry

"think" someone else will lose does take
a certain amount of thought and energy
Everyone is looking for the magic of
Christmas for it all to be "merry and
bright
We want to help each of you in any way
we sin to make that special someone
smile on Christmas morning.
Scandal candles are back in stock as
well as more jewelry
Even if you are going out to a holiday
party in last year s outfit or leaving from
work:just by changing to sonic sparkling
jewelry can give your outfit a whole new
look that will look special.
We have some wonderful scarves.
wraps. flat wallets, lots more Brighton'
including a good selection of Bright:3n'
watches
Wednesday. Dec 17th we're having
our "After Hours Christmas Party" for
your late shopping — refreshments and
specials 4-7 p.m.
Be sure to join us — free gift wrapping
and delivery :I- needed.
Congratulations to Kay Chapman who
won the door prize at our TGIF Sale
Friday. Join us this week to see what our
secret sale will be. Last week was all jewelry 205 off We have 20-25% off racks
and some IC price jewelry
Slat tuned to nett week's Fun ti

Nourfloll
Calloway County High
School has released the honor
roll for the first nine weeks
of school. Those names marked
with an * denotes all! As.
NINTH GRADE
Kayla Marie Adams*. Keeley Rae Barrow*, Ashley Lauren Benson*, Morgan Breanna
Bethel*, Abigail Joan Bourland*, Julie Lyn Boyken*. Sabrina Elizabeth Brewer*, Shaun
Patrick Brown*, Laken Elizabeth Burkeen, Ryan Thomas
Butler, Jordan Lee Can*,Skyler
R. Carson. Michael Patrick
Chadwick*, Hannalore Louise
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Magnolia Tea Room
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300 Main St.. Hwy.541
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305 South 12th
Murray, KY •753-7441
www.dk-kelley.com

Bring Your Scrap°old & Coins
Clause*, Charles Gentry Court-

5..
ANY

110!170!1/0!
sonto is eoini ny to
The Mei:heal! Arts Pharmocy
Ofl

Thurscicty, December nth

from 2Everyone is Invited
Santo will have goodie bogs
for all the kids.

Share The Hope is collecting items and
monetary donatior.: for its annual trip to
take the items to Breathitt County in the
rural Mountains of eastern Kentucky oil
Friday. This is a remote area of the state
where unemployment is extremely high.
Donated items include toys,food,tooth paste,
tooth brushes,soaps,towels, washcloths, new
underwear, female personal products, diapers, shoes and socks.
Monetary donations may be sent to
Jo's
Vancleave Rd., MurDatebook Share The Hope, 481 more
information on
By Jo Burkeen ray, KY 42071. For
pickups or where to bring donations call
Community
Founder/President Philip Lynn Rogers at
Editor
Share The Hope at 753-1001 or Chsirleen
('handler 731-247-5187. If no one answers please leave a
message and your call back number.

SS representative at library
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway
County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and will assist in filing claims This will be the onty
visit for December at the library. For more information call
toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270247-8095.

Garden Department to meet
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 11:30 a.m. at the Garden Gate Restaurant. An
ornament exchange will be held. Jackie Helm and Bobbie
Waters, co-chairs, urge all members to attend.

Zeta Department to meet
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house. Members are asked to
bring a wrapped gift for exchange.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or
210-4173.

Rotary club to meet Thursday
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai's Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 75:1517l.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Cow,
cil will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:45 in the media center.
The public is invited.

Public Forum scheduled
The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a pub
lic forum to discuss the Health and Wellness policy at the
Calloway County Preschool, 2I06-A College Farm Road, on
Thursday at 6 p.m.

Breakfast with Santa Saturday
ney*, Garrett Andrew Cowen*,
Clint Alan Craig*. Jerry Cullen
Crouch*, Emily Carol Crouse*.
Alyssa Grace Cunningham*.
Zachary Lance Cunningham*, Christina
Lorraine
Dean*. Haley Elizabeth Dodd,
Aleisha Faye Doughty*, Jacob
Neal Doughty. Nicholas Kordell
Duncan. Dylan Patrick Dwyer*,
Adam Daniel Eckels*, Corey
Grey Evans*, Joseph B. Farley*. Zachary Ryan Fortenbery*, Abby Michelle Futrell*,
Taylor Grace Futrell*, Neely
Kayann Gallimore, Austin Dale
Garner*. Michael Hunter Garrison*, Kristen Ann Gee*, Justin
Nicholas George*, Kelsie Paige
Gibson*,
Haley
Addison
Gilbert,
Jay Lewis Green*. Ashley
Carolyn Gullixson*. Dera Rose
Hale*, Daniel Thomas Harper*, Joseph Byron Harrison*,
Safiah Seid Hassan*, Morgan
Thomas Hays*, Morgan Christine Hillman, Nicklas Alexander Holt*, Sarah Christine
Jones. Makayla Jade Kim. Tanner Alan Kirby*. Ryan Blain
Litchfield, Cheyenne Maddox*.
Darian Michael Allen McCallister*, Erin Margaret McCalIon. Brittany A. McCuiston.
Jacob A. Melvin, Angela Arnell
Marie Mercado. Cara Lynnette
Meredith*.
Crystal Mariah Millard,
Austin Lee Mitchuson, Kara
Ruth Mosley. Dustin Ra)
ray. Taylor Landon Nesbitt*,
Kristen Nicole Oakley. Zachary
Gage Orr*, Travis Glenn
Palmer*. Tonya Denise Parker*. Jared William Paschall.
Paschall*,
Lyndsey
Paige
Megan Brooke Pittenger*.
James Tyler Pittman, Joseph
Tyler Polo. Jessica Faye Reiter. Daphne Danielle Reynolds,
Jacob Glen Reynolds*, Allison
Story Rogers. Sarah Katherine
Saylor*.
Garrett
Clark
Schwettman*,
Christopher Dylan Sheridan*. Taylor Courtney Sheridan*. Gina Lafaye Stenberg*.
Melody Ann Stephens. Daniel
Edward Stokes*. Sarah Elizabeth Wade*. Katrina M. Weatherford*, Joshua M. Weber.
Austin Keith Williams, Jennifer Nicole Williams*. Harmon Marie Wilson*, Karlee

Morgan Wilson*, Lauren Marie
Wilson*, Marissa Carinne Wilson*. Ashleigh Michele Wolfe.
Dannis Lee Ylitalo*.
10TH GRADE
Megan Kaye Allbritten*,
Madison Rheaann Alton*,
Miranda Joanne Bailey, Allison Nicole Barrett*. Erica Lynn
Barn's*, Victoria Marie Bisigni, Timothy Alan Blaylock*.
Kristin Michelle Boggess*,
Chase Bolen, Bethanie Lynn
Bolte*, Emily Anne Broh•,
Brent Houston Brown II, Amber
Nicole BUMS, Alexis Mckenzie Cain. Robbie Canning. Shelby Nicole Capps*,Zachary Alan
Carter, Timothy Ray Chapman,
Layla Elizabeth Choate, Emily
Layne Chrisman*,
Aaron
Daniel
Clark,
Kennedy Briann Crawford*,
Marci
Michelle
Crouch*,
Samantha Niko! Darnell, Kaitlyn Mariah Denham. Cameron
Todd Dick. Melina Marie
Dodd*, Natasha Nicole Duncan.
Meagan Grace Edwards*.
Jacqueline Therese Elder*. Ashleigh Hope Eldridge*, Jordan
Noelle Eldridge*. Rebekah
Nicole Elkins*. Tiffany Elaine
Elkins*. Nicolas Keelan Fazi,
Averee Ahna Fields*, Bnttney
Lynn Forth*. Tiffany Gail
Franklin*, Robert
Warren
Friedrich*. Samantha Kaye
George,
Ciera Laken Gobert. Kelsey
Margaret Gray. Kayla Deanna
Greene. Ashley Susan Hampton, Justin Thomas Hargrove.
Juna Estelle Harvey*. Timothy Arthur Heinz*. Tiffany Ann
Henson, Latoshia Rhea Hopkins. Sharon Ann Jacobs*, Jeremey Michael Jones, Travis
Austin Kim, Katlynn Johnelle
Knight*. Taylor Renae Lamb*.
Alicia M. Love*, Blake
Maness*, Travis Ray Manning,
Savanna Nadine Mathis. Slade
Allen McCuiston*, Dominik
Lawrence Mikulcik*.
Dylan Lee Miller. Laken
Elizabeth Mitchell*, Allen Russell Morton. Lucas Paul Morton*, Jesse Miller Murdock.
Shari Futaba Okuda. Christopher Shane Owen*, Joshua Jordan Pace, Ashton Summer
Paschall. Shea Nicholas Pierce,

NI See Page 8A

Breakfast with Santa will be Saturday from 7:30 to 10 a.
at the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray.
will be sponsored by Relay for Life for Cancer. Tickets
$15 for ages 8 and up and $3 for under 8. Tickets will
available at the door. For information call 753-3500 or 2
0335 or 978-1599.

,

Breakfast with Santa Saturday
Breakfast with Santa, sponsored by Sigma Departmentref
4f
the Murray
Woman's Club. will be Saturday from 9:30
rr
11:30 a.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house on Vine St ..
The cost will be 1.5 per person and includes breakfast, picute
with Santa, crafts and games. Advanced tickets can be
chased from any Sigma member. at Vintage Rose Emporittn
or Thornton Tile and Marble. Tickets will also be available At
the door. For more information call 753-7684 or 753-3140..i

Health Express lists stops
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health express will offsr
blood pressure checks, pulse, vision and glaucoma screenitigs
today (Wednesday) at Wal-Mart from 12:30 to 3 p.m.; on
Thursday blood sugars and blood pressures only from 1 to :3
p.m. at Glendale Place.
•
•
01
,

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

..

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. ail('
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Churat.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-20134.

Darnell has Christmas Village
Darnell's Christmas Village is located in a house by the
home of Prentice and Ethelene Darnell, 1014 Peach Orchard
Rd., located off Ky. Hwy. 121 North. If persons were unable
to attend the opening, call 753-2361 or 293-0903 for an appointment.

Volunteer bell ringers needed
The Calloway County Unit of the Salvation Army is looking for organizations and/or individuals to ring bells on Friday and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at Wal-Mart. Anyone
is welcome to ring as little as 1-2 hours per shift. For more
information and sign-up contact Kerry Lambert at 753-7265:

CPR/First Aid Class scheduled
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
will offer its monthly Community CPR/First Aid Class on Saiurday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library. The cost is $50. To register contact the Red Cross at
753-1421 or Jwilson@callowaycoredcross.org. Community CPR
classes are offered every second Saturday of the every month.
For other information about the Red Cross visit www.callowaycoredcross.org.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for two twin mattresses for a family $s
needed. Anyone having any to donate call the Calloway
Coupty Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Cookbooks available
"Celebrating 100 years with Recipes & Remembrances,"
the
limited-edition 100th anniversary Murray Woman's Club
cookbook featuring 4785 favorite recipes of club members, is
avaaable for $14 at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce.
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Pruitt and Wells

Delaney and Tucker

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Joseph Browning

Harold and Ronda Pruitt of Murray announce the engagement of then daughter, Sherry Lynne Pruitt, to Chad Daniel
Wells. son of Greg and Cindy Wells of Cadiz.
Miss Pruitt is the granddaughter of Jerol and Bertie Hamilton of Springville. Tenn.. and Charles Pruitt and the late Rinda
Pruitt of Pontiac, Mich.
Mr. Wells is the grandson of Herman and Fannie Ford of
Benton and the late Danny and Betty Wells of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Eastwood Christian
Academy, Murray, and is now attending Bethel College. McKenzie, Tenn. She is a member of Gamma Beta Phi Honors Society and is employed by Excel Corporation.
The groom-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray State University and is now employed by the Christian County Board
of Education.
The wedding will be Saturday. Dec. 20, 2008. at 2 p.m. at
Emmanuel Baptist Church. Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited.

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Delaney of Paris. Tenn.. announce the
engagement of their daughter. Whitney Dance' Delaney. to
Wesley Don Tucker, son of Mr. and Mis. Terry Tucker of
Murray.
Miss Delaney is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Hale of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Delaney of McKenzie. Tenn.
Mr. Tucker is the grandson of Tedd Madison Potts and the
late Norella Potts and of Ms. Shirley Tucker and the late Jerry
Don Tucker, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2007 graduate of Henry County High
School and is currently attending West Kentucky Community & Technical College's dental assisting program. She is employed
by Dr. Michael Dunkerson. Paris. Tenn.
The groom-elect is a 2006 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is a 2008 graduate of West Kentucky Community & Technical College. He is employed by Tucker's
Automotive Machine Shop, Murray.
The wedding will be Friday. Jan. 2. 2009, at 7:30 p.m. at
Eastwood Church of Christ. Paris. Tenn. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Julia Victoria Wooden and Samuel Joseph Browning were
married on Saturday. Sept. 13, 2008, in a lakeside ceremony
at the home of the groom's parents in Murray. Dr. Robert
Browning, uncle of the groom. officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Jerry Wooden and Donna
Wooden of Springfield, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Joe and Mary Browning of Murray.
The bride was escorted and given in marriage by her father.
She wore an organza a-line wedding gown with a beaded
chapel length train The dress, tiara and fingertip veil were all
embroidered with Swarovski crystals and pearls. Her bouquet
included white and fuchsia tiger lilies, pink and red roses and
held her grandmother's pendant.
Jena Story. cousin of the bride, was the maid of honor and
Lindsay Thomas was bridesmaid. They wore celery silk charnieuse
a-line gowns with empire waists and back cascades and carried bouquets of purple ins.
Herbert Camp. grandfather of the groom, was best man and
Jeremy Washer served as groomsman.
Alex Browning. Nicholas Browning and Elizabeth Browning were special attendants for the bride and groom.
A reception was held immediately following the ceremony
on the front lawn of the groom's parents. The wedding cake
featured four tiers with lemon filling and butter creme icing
on a silver ornate server. The groom's cake was vanilla creme
and decorated with the University of Kentucky insignia. Guests
were served a buffet dinner of braised beef brisket and teriyaki chicken. A variety of music was provided.
After a honeymoon trip to Key West. the couple is now
residing in Murray.

Trivia Night fundraiser scheduled
Councenter.

a pubat the
odd, on

. Murray Main Street has
scheduled its fourth annual Trivia" Night Fundraiser for Saturday. Feb. 7. 2009.
Persons may atan preparing now for this fun-filled night
of trivia, costumes and food.
Prizes will be given for first..
second and third place in each
of the competitive areas.
The previous year's "Last
Person Standing" contest and

a new raffle game promise to
add to the evening's competitive fun. In addition to the
taffies, numerous door prizes
will given away throughout the
night.
The event will be held at
Murray State University's Curri Center ballroom. To reserve
a spot. or for more information. call 759-9474.

Local schools plan project
The Murray Bank is serving as a drop off point for
both the Murray Independent
Schools' Tiger Christmas and
the Calloway County Schools'
Santa Project.
Persons are encouraged to
bring unwrapped toys and place

them in the designated boxes
located inside the lobby of
each bank office at 405 S.
12th and 700 N. 12th St.
Monetary donations will also
be accepted with donation
envelopes available on site.
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The end of the year is the time to select your Medicare plan for 2009. So don't delay!
Make your choice now and join the plan that best meets your needs.
Not sure which Medicare plan is right tbr your
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Let Humana help.
We offer a variety of Medicare Advantage health plans and prescription drug plans,
and we can provide guidance to help von find the one that suits von best.

Call us today for information, or for a personal consultation in the convenience of your home

1-800-372-2351
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Medicare-approved HMO,PPO, PDP and PFFS plans available to anyone entitled to Part A or enrolled in Part B of Medicare through age or disability for MA plans.
individuals must have both Part A and Part B). Enrollment period restrictions apply: call Humana for details.
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REWARDS GIVEN: Murray Elementary students earn a gold tag when they have received 10
tiger tags for going above and beyond the guidelines for success Janet S Caldwell. principal,
presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News program each morning. Receiving
the awards on Dec 3 and 4 were. from lett, first row 1. P4 students. Victor Hudspeth. Kaylee
Fang Ethan McCoy and Jayden Speed
second row - P3 students Gabe Davis. Katie
Elmore. Sarah Jacobs. Taylor Garrison. Blake Bomb. Colton Cox. Kaylee Fain, Zachary Rossi,
Monica Ochoa Devin Corum third row - P4 students. Talon Cole, Hannah Franklin, Tatyiana
Jackson. Kristen Scott. Brittany Tipton. Tessa Pryor. Weston Knight. Payton Whitworth,
Charlie Gannon. Amanda Colioon and Isabella Estrada

Photo proincied

RECYCLING SURVEY RESULTS: Murray State University College of Business and Public
Affairs students presented the results of a market survey on recycling to A Green House. The
team designed a survey and gathered and analyzed data from MSU students. Pictured from
left, are Natasha Garland; Amber Anderson; Emma Wall: Ashley Johns; Tyler Sills; Chuck
Ehrsam, A Green House; Kyle Sins; and Megan Sommer. Dr. Timothy C. Johnston is instructor.

•Honor roll ...
From Page 6A
Thomas Harold Reynolds III,
Henry Wade Rogers. Lindsey
Michelle Rucker. Madison
Greer Schwetiman*. Brock Simmons*. Kara Brittany Smith*,
Michelle
Alaina
Smith*.
Mitchell Dean Smith. Morgan
Elizabeth
Smothertnan*,
Chelsea Nicole Snyder*
Darcy Clarise Stephenson*.
Christopher Ryan Stewart*.
Wade Stokes*. Jessica Brooke
Swift, Gary Dewayne Thompson*. Shawn Delayne Thompson*. Curt Michael Thurman*.
Eric Wade Thurmond. Keela
Brooke Tracy*. Hailey Elizabeth Tubbs*. Sierra Renee
Underhill*. Katie Rose Underwood. Karlo Julian Vazquez*.
Daniel Ryan Beasley Walker.
Morgan Ernelia Williams*.
McKaylon Alyce Wilson. Victoria Larhae Winchester*.
11TH GRADE
Christopher Lee Baker,
Nathaniel Benton Beam. Erica
Anne Berhow. Elizabeth Anne
Bloem. Taylor Renee Boggess.
Spencer Allen Briggs. Jordan
Robert Burkeen*. Logan Kenneth Burks. Nicholas Steven
Calhoon*. Jennifer Lynn Canter. Arian Besame Louise
Cantrell, Tyler Gene Carson,
Eric Clayton Chandler, Mackenzie Paige Chandler*, Tiffany
Marie Clayton*, Logan Cooper. Cohen Earl Cossey, Karson Amanda Crass. Kyle Crittenden*. Jake Stanley Darnell.
Brittnee Nicole Deite. Keith
Randall Dowdy Jr.*. Jacob
DuBose. Keaton Everett Duncan. Jeffry Wayne Edwards*.
Ashley Nicole Eldridge. Lacey
Marie Ellis. Ashton Futrell.
Whitney Nicole Gardner. Clint
Outland Gentry. Justin Eugene
Gilbert*. Erica Faith Hagan*.
Austin Thomas Hargrove. Dylan
Tyler Harris. Jordan Blake Henson, David Antonio Herring,
Justin Dewayne Hill, Wesley
Wade Hounshell, Shelby Lynn
Hudgins*. Erin Michelle Jones,
Nathan Michael Kelso*.
Austin Ray Lilly*. Leanne
Luther*, Jared Tyler Manners*.
Jeremy Leon Martin*. Alysha
Marie Marvin. Kimberly Dee
Ann Mason. Jesse Keith McCalIon. Clint Austin McCoy.
Christopher Case McCrimmon*. Haley Brooke McCuiston*.
Lindsey
Elizabeth
McDougal*. Heather Renee
McGinnis.
Kirstin
Ashley
McHenry. Casey Hugh McKinney. Emily Allison McKnight.
Alaina NI. Mikulcik*. Austin
Chandler Miles. Taylor Brooke
Miller*. Kelsey F. Moore.
Kristen L. Moore. Megan
Nicole Morgan. Jacob Michael
Munson.
Sarnia
Melissa
O'Bryan. Laura Yanitzy Orduna.
Lindsey Kay Pace. Rachelle
Kimberly Parker*. Megan Marshall Parks. Justin Blake Pitman. Wesley Martin Potts.
Austin Riley Ramsey. Ashley
Annmarie Roach. Cedric Quinn
Roberts. Ellen Elizabeth Robinson. Corey Allen Runyon. Laura
Michelle Scarborough. Takina
Annette Scott*. Kevin Shaun
Shelton, Geoffrey Taylor Slayden. David Edward Smith.
Sumer Elizabeth Starks.
Janie
Michelle
Stenberg*,
Robert Lee Stephenson*. Kara
Elizabeth Tay lor. Adam Brent
Thompson. Kay la Nicole Todd.
Erin Rachel Towery*, Elizabeth Ann Underwood. Jesse
James Verive. Jayci Lynn Wagner. Benjamin Taylor Walters.
Jessica Jean Warren. Charles
Daniel Watson*. Shauna Renee

Wicker, Karissa Leigh-Ann
Wilcox. Tyrrell Willis. Marcus
A. Worley. Katrina Joyce Wulff.
12H GRADE
Clara Irene Ainscough*. Cole
Gary Oscar Allen, Luke D.
Anderson. Emily Caroline
Ashby*. Sara Machelle Bailey*, Gentry William Barnard*.
Katlyn E. Barrow. Will Joseph
Blackford*. Carey Reigh-Ann
Boggess*, Trevor Allen Bohannon*. Lillian Elizabeth Boorland, Ashley Nicole Bowman.
Emily RoseAnn Boyd. Shannon Nicole Brinn, Casey Samuel
Brockman*, Jordan Blake Bumpus*. Sarah Lorraine Burkeen*.
Ryan Craig Cathey, Zachary
Allan Cathey. Jennifer Corrine
Cavitt,
Anthony Lee Cherrie, Clay
Hoyt Choate, Kayla Nicole
Clendenen, Blair B. Collins,
Hallie Olivia Collins*. Wesley
Allen Cook,Charity Rose Craig.
Carrie Ann Crouse*, Kayla Ruth
Cunningham*, Olivia Brittany
Dean*, Ashley Nicole Delaney.
Curtis Jerome Dial*, Elizabeth
Ann Dillon, Logan Wayne
Dowdy*, Amanda Dawn Duncan, Billie Jane Duncan. Timothy Allen Duncan. Nisa Arlene
Dunn*, Corey Thomas Dwyer.
Christopher Nelson Eldridge.
Shelby Lynn Eldridge, Molly
Nadine Fender'', Brooke Ferguson*, Tiffani Ann Eike*, Seth
Fortenbery,Trista Marie Frazier,
Vincent Garrett Futrell*. John
Burnett Garland, Dakota Wayne
Glover*, Tiffany Kaye Govern. Nathan Dale Graves*, Erica
Elyse Greer*. Kimberly Nicole
Hagan*, Drew Haley. Kiersten
Nicole Held, CheY is Carroll
Dean Hendon, Margaret Nicole
Hendrick. Daniel James Hopkins*. Colin Thomas Norwood.
Kayla Marie Houston.
Jarred Lee Jenkins, Karra
Jeanne Jones, Korben Hunter
Jones, Joseph Samuel Kelly*.
Cortland Kemp*, Kelsee Jaye
Knight, Travis Wayne Lamb.
Graham Elton Lee. Joshua Dalton Lee*. Kallie Savanna
Linzy*. Austin Marquardt.
Bradley Joe Martin. Markle
Jayce McClure*. Lauren Kay
McKinney*, Lorna E. Mc Nerthney, Chantel Miette Menard.
Brodie Merrell. Jeremy Scott
Miller. April Nicole Mitchell
Nathan Jeffrey Mullins.
Jacqlyn Ellen Murdock
Janine
Patricia
Ochoa
Matthew Nicholas Oliver'
Brandon Taylor Orr*. Bonita
R. Osmun. Justin
Craig
Palmer*. Robert Anthony Passino. Kristen Elizabeth Phillips.
Jacquelyn
Price.
Candace
Rachelle Quertermous*. Jordan
Thomas Reiter. Jill Marie
Rhodes. Paige Rogers*. Toree
Breann Rogers*. Andrea Faith
Krystina Schornak. Emily Caroline Scott*. Kala Dawn
Seavers*, Alexander Lanson
Sharp. Darcie Rene Smotherman*. Derek Shay Solomon.
Stamps*.
Chelsey
Beth
Travis Kyle Stoin*. Megan
Charlene Summers. Chelsea M.
Summerville*. Logan Swor,
Andrew Jack Taylor. Tabatha
Marie Taylor. Carl Nicole
Thomas*, Alayna Courtney
Thompson*. Emily Louise
Thorne. Brittney Dawn Tidwell, Carleanna Mae Todd.
Shanna Brook Todd. William
Thomas Vahle. Jacob Tyler
Vaughan*. Dixie Leigh Villanue,ra. Chelsea Ann Wadkins*. Katie Morgan Walker*.
Chelsey
Larae
Weaver*.
Michelle N. Wells. Neka Amber
Whitley. Amy Elizabeth Winkler*.
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Murray State University earns 'Fit-Friendly' honor

,ruviaei
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Combating the trend of growing
waistlines is a topic that is finding itself
discussed not just by soccer moms in
yoga classes, but by corporations across
the country. Murray State University is
no exception.
Amelia Dodd serves as the wellness
coordinator for the campus. Her position was created to help the employees
of Murray State live healthier lives, but
the program's effects have reached
much farther than that, outreaching to
students and the community.
"Studies show that employees who
are healthier are more productive."
Dodd explained. —That's not the main
reason we have this program though.
The university is concerned about
employee wellness, and that's what
we're here to help with."

Dodd works with Murray State's State the designation of being one of provided bi-nionthly Walkers can stay
Healthy Lifestyle Initiatives for the American Heart Association's Start! any amount of time, and many departEmployees (Healthy LIFE) program, Fit-Friendly companies. Only II busi- ments on campus proside incentives for
the mission of which is to encourage, nesses in and around Kentucky have participatirg in the club
support and assist employees in taking been recognized as Fit-Friendly, and
Dodd and her team have also implea proactive approach to improve indi- only one of two in western Kentucky. mented a step campaign in the buildvidual health, enhance personal well- The university received one of 90 Gold ings on Murray State's campus. "We're
being and reduce health-related costs Medals handed out throughout the encouraging the use of stairs rather than
by fostering healthy lifestyle behaviors. country for being a company that excels the elevators around campus," Dodd
"Obviously our main goal is to help at providing a top-notch healthy living explained. "We posted signs that have
our employees lead healthier lifestyles. program for its employees.
facts about how many more calories
but Healthy LIFE does have benefits
Healthy LIFE implemented several you burn if taking the stairs as opposed
for the university, too," Dodd programs at Murray State that earned it to the elevator and several other health
explained.
the Fit-Friendly recognition. Among facts in the stairwells and elevators of
Morale and productivity are these is the Noon Walking Club, which several buildings."
increased when employees are healthi- meets every Monday and Wednesday
Donna M i I ler, administrative secreer, while absenteeism and health insur- during the semester around lunch time tary for academic affairs, said the "Take
ance expenses are decreased.
in Racer Arena. Music is played in the the Stairs" campaign has led to an
The Healthy LIFE program has been arena to encourage walkers and educa- increased awareness of her actions
so successful that it has earned Murray tional information on health topics is "We all know we should walk more, but

reminders never hurt- Miller said. "I
consciously think now before taking an
elevator."
Miller said she is glad Murray State
has the Healthy' LIFE program to educate faculty and staff about ways to
become more fit. "For employees, it
means increased stamina and energy
and relief of stress," she said. "Plus,
walkers are more likely to maintain an
acceptable weight and have more flexibility and muscle tone."
The "Take the Stairs" campaign was
one of several programs designed to
benefit students and community members instead of just faculty and staff on
campus. Another such program that has
been in the planning stages since the

II See Page 2B

Scientists find nutty risk reducer: Eat more nuts
CHICAGO(AP) — Here's a
health tip in a nutshell: Eating a
handful of nuts a day for a year
— along with a Mediterranean
diet rich in fruit, vegetables and
fish — may help undo a collection of risk factors tor heart disease.
Spanish researchers found
that adding nuts worked better
than boosting the olive oil in a
typical Mediterranean diet. Both
regimens cut the heart risks
known as metabolic syndrome
in more people than a low-fat
diet did.
"What's most surprising is
they found substantial metabolic
benefits in the absence of calorie
reduction or weight loss." said
Dr. JoAnn Manson,chief of preventive medicine at Harvard's
Brigham and Women's Hospital.
In the study, appearing
Monday in the Archives of
Internal Medicine, the people
who improved most were told to
eat about three whole walnuts,
leven or eight whole hazelnuts or crackers is a very favorable
and seven or eight whole change to make in your diet."
almonds. They didn't lose Manson said.
weight, on average, but more of
The
American
Heart
them succeeded in reducing Association says 50 million
belly fat and improving their Americans have metabolic syncholesterol and blood pressure.
drome. a combination of health
Manson.
who
wasn't risks, such as high blood presinvolved in the study, cautioned sure and abdominal obesity.
that adding nuts to a Western Finding a way to reverse it with
diet — one packed with too a diet people find easy and satismany calories and junk food — fying would mean huge health
for
many
could lead to weight gain and improvements
more health risks. "But using Americans. Manson said.
Nuts help people feel full
nuts to replace a snack of chips

while also increasing the body's
ability to burn fat, said lead
author Dr. Jordi Salas-Salvado
of the University of Rovira i
Virgili in Reus, Spain.
"Nuts could have an effect on
metabolic syndrome by multiple
mechanisms," Salas-Salvado
said in an e-mail. Nuts are rich
in anti-inflammatory substances, such as fiber, and
antioxidants, such as vitamin E.
They are high in unsaturated fat,
a healthier fat known to lower
blood triglycerides and increase

and abdominal obesity.
At the start, 751 people had
metabolic syndrome, about 61
percent, distributed evenly'
among the three groups.
Metabolic syndrome was
defined as having three or more
of the following conditions:
abdominal obesity, high triglycerides, low levels of good cholesterol (HDL). high blood
sugar and high blood pressure.
The low-fat group was given
basic advice about reducing all
fat in their diets. Another group
ate a Mediterranean diet with
extra nuts. The third group ate a
Mediterranean diet and was told
to make sure they ate more than
four tablespoons of olive oil a
day.
Dietitians advised the two
groups on the Mediterranean
diet to use olive oil for cooking;
increase fruit, vegetable and fish
consumption: eat white meat
Internet image instead of beef or processed
meat; and prepare homemade
good cholesterol.
tomato sauce with garlic, onions
More that: 1,200 Spaniards, and herbs. Drinkers were told to
ranging in age from 55 to 80, stick with red wine
were randomly assigned to folAfter one year, all three
low one of three diets. They groups had fewer people with
were followed for a year. The metabolic syndrome, but the
participants had no prior history group eating nuts led the
of heart disease, but some had improvement, now with 52 perrisk factors including Type 2 cent having those heart risk facdiabetes, high blood pressure tors In the olive oil group, 57

percent had the syndrome. In the
low-fat group. there was very
little difference after a year in
the percentage of people with
the syndrome.
The nut-rich diet didn't do
much to improve high blood
sugar, but the large number of
people with Type 2 diabetes —
about 46 percent of participants
— could be the reason. SalasSalvado said. It's difficult to get
diabetics' blood sugar down
with lifestyle changes alone, he
said.
To verify that study volunteers ate their nuts, researchers
gave some of them a blood test
for alpha-linolenic acid found in
walnuts.
The study was funded by the
Spanish Ministry of Health and
the government of Valencia,
Spain.
Salas-Salvado and another
co-author disclosed in the publication that they are unpaid
advisers to nut industry groups.
Salas-Salvado said all of their
research "has been conducted
under standard ethical and scientific rules- and that peerreview journal editors determined the study results were not
influenced b food industry ties.

KAFP supporting state cigarette tax hike
The Kentucky Academy of Family Physicians, Medicaid program $500 million a year.
a statewide organization representing 1,200 fami"Legislation to increase the cigarette tax could
ly physicians and medical students, announced have a significant long-term effect on the health of
their support of a statewide increase on cigarette Kentucky citizens," Wright said. "In reducing
tax.
cigarette smoking, we would see significant
The KAFP is calling for an increase on ciga- health-care savings."
rette tax as both a means of curbing cigarette conIt is estimated that for every 10 percent cigasumption and to help meet the Commonwealth's rette price increase, youth smoking rates are
projected financial deficit of nearly $450 million. reduced by 6.5 percent, adult rates by 2 percent,
"Family physicians are often on the front lines and total cigarette consumption rates are reduced
in seeing the effects of cigarette use on families by 4 percent, according to statistics from the
and society," said Dr. Brent Wright. President of Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids.
KAFP. "In supporting this increase we are supKentucky spends about $3.8 million a year on
porting long-term health and economic benefits stop-smoking programs. Its Medicaid program
for our communities."
doesn't cover smoking cessation, except counselKentucky currently leads the nation in adult ing for pregnant women.
smoking, but taxes cigarettes at one of the lowest
"The health of the citizens of Kentucky is the
rates, 30 cents a pack.
priority of KAFP and all family physicians," said
The state has the nation's highest rate of lung- Dr. Wright. "In this issue, we have both an ecocancer deaths and some of the highest rates of nomic and a health crisis. We urge our lawmakstroke, heart disease, and premature births. ers to make this a priority in acting for the best
Estimates are that the state spends about $1,7(X) interests of the Commonwealth."
per year per smoker. Smoking costs the state's

Friendsfor a Cure, Relay Team invites you to...
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If hen it come8 to ortiiimally invasive surgety,
ONE HOSPITAL IS A
CUT ABOVE THE REST.

Area'sfirst robotic surgery
reduces pain, recovery time.
The hospital with a history of amazing
healthcare firsts introduces another
amazing first.

Saturday, December 13, 2008
7:30 am - 10:00 am
Weaks Community Center, Murray, KY
Tickets: 8 and up $6.00 • Under 8 $3.00

The cla Vinci robotic-assisted surgery —
available in this region only at Western
Baptist Hospital — allows doctors to
perform more precise, less invasive
operations. That means fewer stitches, less
blood loss and a faster recovery for you.
For information, phone (270) 575-2918
or visit www.westernbaptist.com.

(Tickets will he' available' at the door)

— All proceeds will go towards ItL:ay for Life -

WESTERN RAP+IST HOSPITAL
,e111(111bdrilst

kLContact Ronda Shelton at 270-978-1599for info.
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KSP warns of e-mail scam
HICKORY. Ky. — Kentucky State Police are
warning the public of another email scam that has
been hitting local in-boxes.
KSP has received reports of citizens receiving
an email from an institution named Commerce
Bank. The email appears to have an official company header with the FDIC logo located below the
bank name.
The email explains that the recipient's account
information needs to be updated. The text further
explains that the update is needed to protect the
recipient from fraud. A link is provided at the
conclusion of the email that allows you to input
your personal information.

.1- he author ot the email states that Lulure to
update the required fields will result in a suspension of your account.
Anyone who receives an email similar to this is
asked to simply delete it. Never reply to emails
that ask for personal account information. This is
especially important when they specifically ask
for names, account numbers, and social secunty
numbers. A bank will never ask for this information over an email.
As a reminder, the public is asked to frequent •
ly monitor their bank statements and credit report.
in order to detect fraud at its earliest stage.

Photo provicktO

Pictured are award winners from the 89th annual Kentucky Farm Bureau meeting.

Calloway County wins top
honors at KFB meeting
.

4

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
—
Calloway County Farm Bureau
has won top honors in a county
Farm Bureau awards competition. recognizing overall excellence in member service and
piogram participation.
•
Mark Paschall, who served as
Farm Bureau president in
: Calloway County during 2008,
. accepted a trophy designating
. top county at an awards breakfast held during the Kentucky
Farm Bureau annual meeting in
Louisville.
The top county award was
the most prestigious of more
than 100 membership, program
and insurance awards handed
out during the breakfast program.

Calloway County, with 4,048
members, also garnered an
award as the outstanding county
in the largest membeiship classification, those counties with
more than 3,800 members.
Union County was named best
among the small counties, those
with 2,600 members or less,
while Marion County was
judged best among the mid-size
membership group.
With more than 470,000
members statewide, Farm
Bureau is the state's largest farm
organization. More than 1,800
members attended the 89th
annual meeting to recognize this
year's achievements and adopt
policy for 2009.
In other presentations:

• Outstanding county Farm
Bureaus were designated in each
of II districts. The winners were
Barren,
Bath,
Breathitt,
Calloway. Christian, Clark.
Fayette. Hardin. Madison. Owen
and Pulaski.
• Three awards were given
for the most effective county
Farm Bureau information and
public relations programs. First
place was awarded to Calloway
County,
and
Information
Committee co-chairs Sharon
Furches and Bob Cornelison
Brenda Stenger with Union
County placed second, while
third place went to Ban-en
County, chaired by Betty
Barrick.

North Elementary photo

GREEN BEANS FOR CHRISTMAS: Micha Sherman is pictured with some of the green beans
he dorztecl to the green beao dnve at North Elementary. Sherman donated more than 200
cans of green beans for Need Line. He ask his grandparents to buy the greens beans for him
to donated instead of buying him so many gifts for Christmas. Micha showed the true spirit
of giving this holiday season.

Ky. sees rise in whooping cough
With gratitude to the Murray community
for a great year.
* We 14;ish you allthe bestfor the holidays *
andgreat thingsfor 2009!
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tration of cases has occurred in
Bullitt, Franklin and Hardin
counties.
This follows a trend
observed nationwide. According
to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 5.0007,000 cases are reported in the
United States each year, and the
incidence has increased steadily
since the 1980s.
"It's extremely important for
communities to work together to
control the spread of the disease," said Kraig Humbaugh,
M.D., state epidemiologist for
DPH. "Developing communitywide immunity through vaccination is an important strategy
for pertussis control."
Caused by the bacteria
Bordetella pertussis. whooping
cough is contracted by breathing
in contaminated respiratory
droplets or contact with articles
freshly contaminated with contaminated droplets.
Early symptoms of pertussis
include runny nose, sneezing.
mild cough and low-grade fever.
After one to two weeks, long
cough spells develop. The illness can last up to 10 weeks.
Penussis can be dangerous,
especially for young children
and infants, who can develop
breathing problems (apnea),
pneumonia. seizures and brain

damage. Pertussis can also
cause death (rarely). especiall%
in very young infants. Somo.
individuals are at high risk fur
acquiring severe disease follov%
ing exposure to pertussis. Those
individuals include infant,
younger than I year, and people
with certain immunodeficienc!,
conditions, or other underlyiny
medical conditions such a,
chronic lung disease, respiratoi
insufficiency or cystic fibrosi'.
Adults and adolescents are otter.
the reservoirs of pertussis in
community, even though children are more likely to be tested
and diagnosed.
Whooping cough, which 'highly contagious, can creak.
tremendous burdens for communities, resulting in missed
work and school days, numerous doctor visits and sometime,
hospitalization.
Infants get their first dose or
pertussis vaccine, in combina
tion with diphtheria and tetanu,
(DTaP). at 2 months, 4 month,
and 6 months of age. Booster,
are given at 12 to 15 months and
then around age 4 or 5. People
ages 10 to 64 can get a penussi •
booster.
To learn more about pertussis, visit DPH's Web site at
http://chfs.ky.gov/dph/epi/report
ablediseases.htm.

•'Fit-Friendly' ...

They can be used at any one of the

Another way for us to say thanks
for your support!

FRANKFORT, Ky. - More
Kentuckians, particularly older
children and teens, should get a
booster vaccine to prevent the
onset of pertussis. a highly contagious disease more commonly
known as whooping cough, the
Kentucky Department for
Health
(DPH)
announced.
Though there are relatively
few whooping cough cases in
the state each year, public health
surveillance has detected an
increase in recent months.
Health officials suspect the
spike could be attributed to
waning immunity to pertussis
vaccination, which typically
occurs around age 10 in those
vaccinated in infancy and early
childhood.
"We strongly encourage
those who haven't done so to get
an adolescent or adult pertussis
booster vaccine," said William
Hacker. M.D., DPH commissioner. "Often, people don't
realize that vaccines can wear
off over a period of time. This
can lead to an increase in diseases like whooping cough, a
debilitating and prolonged illness."
Since October, more than 60
whooping cough cases have
been
reported
throughout
Kentucky. The highest concen-

joining the Bauemfeind Student
Recreation and Wellness Center.
summer of 2007 that was recent- Students have automatic access
ly unveiled on campus is the to the facility. hut others must
establishment of walking paths. pay a fee. The center offers aerThe paths are outlined on a sign obics, yoga, spinning, power
placed near the gates at 15th and pump and other physical activiOlive streets on campus. ty classes daily. There are a variDistances include ? mile. I mile ety of machines for cardio and
and 1? miles.
weight lifting, three basketball
The map can also be courts, a volleyball court, two
accessed online at the Healthy racquetball courts, free weights
LIFE website. campus.mur- and a pool that can be utilized
raystate.edu/wellness. The site by the center's members, as well
also features an interactive as many other activities.
walking program that calculates
Employees of the university
the distance walked, based on can utilize the wellness center at
individual data input, from no cost if they enroll in HEA
many of the buildings on cam- 189. a course for employees and
pus.
their spouses that educates and
Faculty, staff, retirees, stu- encourages healthy lifestyles. In
dents and alumni, and their addition, the Can Health
spouses and children, who want Building can be used for free. It
to get more of a workout than offers an indoor pool, basketball
just walking have the option of

and racquetball courts, and an
indoor walking arena. The
Regional Special Events Center
is also free and features an
indoor walking track and basketball courts.
Dodd said the university's
food services department is also
trying to help keep faculty, staff
and students healthy. "The cafeterias on campus have a vegetarian special every day and there
is also a daily salad bar, as well
as healthy beverage choices,"
Dodd said. "Fresh whole fruits
and fresh sliced fruits, and lowfat milk and yogurt are also
available."
For more information on the
Healthy LIFE program, and to
access walking maps for Murray
State's
campus.
visit
campus.murraystate.edu/wellness.
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On Nov. 19, 2008 we said goodbye
to "Peppy" Grogan. For 101 years
and 7 months we were blessed to
share his life. he was a life long member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
His family would like to thank you
for your kindness and expressions of
sympathy during our bereavement.
A special thank you to his many
friends and neighbors, to Bro. Randy
Kuykendall and staff of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home for attention
to our needs. Pappy's passing has left
a void in our lives but we are each
comforted by our own special Pappy
stories we will pass on for generations.

Randy Thornton Company
established in 1937
Have openings for HVAP. Service
Technicians And HVAC CO.Utt-'
And Ins1011.MecNpoics.. -

Must hold a current KY,Journeyman s
License And be EPA certified
•We offer.elcellent pay and
A more than competitive benefit package
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Atthough
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
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CAMPUS Suites of
Murray seeking expenenced part time maintenance staff to work
M-F and perform oncall rotation
Must
have basic maintenance
knowledge,
HVAC
certification,
plumbing & electrical
knowledge and some
computer knowledge
Fax resumes to 270767-1814 EOE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted.' sestion
iin our classified.

webpage at
murray ledger sorn,
you will be redirected
to rohnetwork soni
By detault.
Murray and loss' job
listings will appear on
ibis websitc
Ilowcser as a national
websiie. ma al! listings
!in the jobnetwork
are pissed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please tall
us it you have any.
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

AUTO Bond approved
home
Baby-sit in
Morning afternoon 8
evenings upan If interested call
(270) 436-2049

07 Hewlett Packard PC
with 17 in. monitor,
printer and surge protector. Used very little.
$550. Also wood computer hutch. $100.
492-8876.

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
: 35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

TV*
Frdrf

'iay Merry Ckristmas in one easy step!
Wish all of your customers, patrons and friend
a Merry Christmas without buying the cards,
writing the notes, licking the envelopes, and
getting the stamps.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

YOUR CREIFYINC WILL INCLUDE FULL COLOR/

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1307 Chealha

Call Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
at 753-1916

AIMPA
-RITURE

to place your Christmas Greeting Ad today.
`4k

2.,,nerry Menoinarners LIC
VACUUM
cleaners
bags, belts & hoses.
Jerry Sporting Goods,
Mayfield.

1800 Ridgewood- 2BR,
1.5BA, large closets,
carport. C/H/A. $550
per month Lease and
deposit required. No
pets. 767-0884,
226-9566.
1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great loca ,
hon. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets,
753-2905

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
vrApt4-4.4141415

605 f Sao.* 12th St

127017534M

2 BR, 2 BA apartment.
$500 per month. No
Pets. 293-5423.

LntliGaiR&TIMES

www.mernykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Wishing only the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lewes Dnve Murray, KY 42071

BUYING old US Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12th.
Murray.

USED motor oil pickup. Drum exchange
270-436-2215
150
Arildee
For Sale
inch
50
Toshiba
widescreen HDTV rear
protection 6 years old
Model 50H82 $350
270-293-2261
CASIO cash register.
Good for flea market or
small business
S75obo 759-4072

TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
200
Sports Equipment
MOTORCYCLE lack
ets. boots. helmets &
saddle bags
Jerry
Sporting
Goods.
Mayfield

FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices 293
1357 or 270-559-1424
FIREWOOD
Oak & Hickory
(618)841-0635
FIREWOOD
December Special
Buy 5 ricks get 1 free
489-2839 or 293-8012
Hones For Si.
1996 Wavertee, 38R,
28A, excellent condition (270)489-2525

FIREWOOD.
293-2487

•ictociai & Farr
History Rooks
now available I(
'Cliorstma
Contact
759-493b
. Or 753-2350
HOSPITAL bed, win,
dow ac unit & propane
heater. Very cheap
Must got 436-2148.
SONY Flat Panel Ws
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
senes On display for
free deevery 8 set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's m
Murray
action.
Telephone
Electronics. Inc . corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)7531567
'
TREADMILL
753-6683.
X-BOX for sale and 25
X-Box games $250
227-9827

2BR with nice desk
storage building $275
No pets 293-5649
LARGE 38R $29500
753-6012
NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866

la

sso Fir As

1 & 2 bedroom Ants
available Walk
to
MSU. Laundry ensile.
College Farm Ants
978-1123
1 bdr apt Close to university $325 00 a
month 753-4220 or
227-0879
1 Bedroom apartment
Clean and nice All
appliances including
W/D No pets
(270)436-2524 Cell
(270)293-6906
1 BR apt. various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

213R duplex, nice.
Cr1-1.A, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR. IBA duplex, One
car garage all appliances, wid, No pets.
Smoke tree. $650/mo
plus deposit,
905
Bagwell Dr 753-2440.
3 BR duplex. Price
reduced 1st month
free to qualified applicant Coleman RE
753-9898
3 BR. newly remodeled. C/H/A, no pets
Located on campus
behind Bradley Book
Co $600 per month for
Iwo $675 for three
270-293-3710. 2702934602.
4 BR. 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898
BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel All new
appliances provided
including wid Super
nice with large deck
s•:•iver, trash
and all electric included
$550/mo
plus
deposit
No lease
required No smoking
within and no pets
270-492-8211
BRICK, 2BR, IBA
duplex in quiet residential
neighborhood
Close to school and
hospital W1D,
garage, out building.
spacious
backyard.
and 1,200 sq ft semifinished upstairs Short
term lease available
$650 plus $400 deposit
moves you in 607 Elm
St.. Murray. Available
1/05/09. 293-2797.
GREAT
Location!
Studio plus, w/d, pet
free, smoke free $325
month. 1 yr, lease 412
N. 5th St. 226-8006.
HOUSING Authority of
Murray is now taking
applications for 1, 2, 3.
4. and efficiency apartments These are federally subsidized
income based apartments Apply at 716
Nash Drive Monday Fnday 7 30 - 4 PM
Phone 753-5000
Equal Housing
Opportunity

cr

From: The staff of the
Murray Ledger & limes

• Free Cable • Washer/Dryer/Dishwasher
.Carpet & CCI111114 Tile • Central Heat & Air
• Patio/Deck

A

Some restrictions apply

2 BR, 2 BA, w/d. 102
Park St. $550 per
month. Includes water,
garbage and cable
753-2225 or 759-1509
after 5 pm.
2 BR. 2 BA. No pets
2209 Barnbi Ln
270-841-5653
270-376-2746

18\

Now Available:
One Bedroom - $350
Two Bedroom - $434

Publish
Date:
Monde.).
December
22
Deadline:
Wednesday,
December
17 at 5PM

Call los for details
...'%-804-011511 TIN #500-645-5056
Rens*

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3A:43

etimc,

lose or
nbinaetanus
aonths
rosters
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)
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%Mktg
Tuesdri

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

?Autrey...1(v -4(171

Thefamily of Guthrie Grogan
Barbara Lovins & Family
Charlotte Wilson & Family
Gail Gallimore & Family

CHRISTMAS
has arrived at booth
63 in Peddler's Malt,
Murray Decorations
gifts New items added
weekly Come see,

5830 Column Inch, 60'1 Discount and Run,
Discount 'rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run 14,15,n t,
S335 per column Intl,eitrs for
IShopping Guide)
lat•i

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

113R, 1 BA $325
28R, 1BA $475
753-7559

k also
Imlay
Some
isk for
ollowThose

DEADLINES

\

io Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

A Tribute to
Guthrie Grogan

ry photo

190
193
200
210
220
2110
270
290
203
300
320
330
340
3030
370
3110
390
410
425
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LARGE 2 BR. 2 BA
duplex, garage, CA-I/A,
all appliances furnished, no pets. $495
mo 753-3949
Large studio apt.
above Bradley Book
Co, on campus. newly
remodeled. 1303
Chestnut Street
$675/mo. Includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710
NICE 2BR Duplex
apt. Northwood Dr
$475.00/mo. 753-5992
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
9 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TIDO #1-800-648-6056
NOW renting several
exceptionally nice,
large 1 bedrooms.
unfurnished ($3501
and newt), constructed
($375 includes
microwave) All appliances including washer. Jr-v9r. and dishwasner Availabilities in
December and
January. 759-5885 or

293-7085
SMALL 1

BR apt
Available Dec 3rd
Water paid $265 per
month No pets One
person only 753-5980

11111.1.11.

ion los

2 or 3 BR houses near
downtown
Murray
753-4109
3 BR. 1 58A, 1 acre lot
144 Countryside Dr
$650/month
227-95T7
3 BR, C/H/A, newly
remodeled, no pets
1116 Fairlane. $750
per month. 293-3710.
293-4602
3 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
4814, IBA adjacent to
MSU S700imo plus
deposit 436 5085

Piot Semis

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insicle climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

3BR. IBA with garage
CAVA in Hazel $550
per month plus last
month
&
security
Reterences required
978-7441
EXECUTIVE
home
New
construction
4BR. 3 Bath. Premier
Subdivision.
Lease
required 291-8919

Chnstmas puppies
AKC very small long
hair Miniature
Dachshund Mother
one halt English
Cream. $200
753-7901 or 293-2477
DOG Obedience
436-2858
RED male Dachshund
ouppies 6 weeks
270-376-5011
REGISTERED
Pomeranians,
8
months old. $300.
270-761-5149.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-S0
753-7668

Horse Hay
$3.50 per bale
Clean grass hay
slightly over npe
(270)559-1900
Leave message
410
Public Sate

CHAVIS FiE AL
ESTATE & AUCTION
•

Stith- Tzu pups
Storage trailer
for rent
or sale.
492-6107

All sires to
ni your needs
Located by
Froggy. radio nation

AKC/CKC, male.

female, $200-300
270-251-0310

Free
Paiiets

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
San,. - 4 p m M-F

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

1200 sq .ft.
Office
space on N 12th $575
753-7559
OFFICE Of retail space
available. Pnrne location. 753-2905, 2931480

\()\\
\
\MI S 11 lk ‘(.1

Office space for rent
530sc5at SW of court
square
$250
per
month Utilities included 753-5411

First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls
•

:*
vomit * *
HOLLY DAY
110111110111

L

Pees Sot**,
JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
AKC registered
724 S. 4TH ST.
Bloodhound puppies.
weer f.f lit s•
(Amide.
$350 270-748-5427
111X14 S25 14215 444
BORDERJACK pup(2741 436-2524
pies
50 each.
(2701 2934446
Wormed and shots.
MURRAY Store and
270-227-5718
Lock presently has
CHRISTMAS puppies
units available
AKC Beagle $150 2, 53-7536
male, 1 -female

LOIN COIN1
II NEU FOI
175.60 A MONTI

Give a gift subscription to the
•

*

MURRAY

:*LEDGER&TIMES*I
Home Delivery
1 3 so.
6 me......
1 yr......---.6105.N

Local Mail
(carmw
3 me.-.-435.N
6IDA --.1163.80

1 yr. -11110.111

492 6127, 293-1155
WELSH Corgi/ Jack
Russell mix. Adorable.
looks like corgis. 8
wk s , tails docked,
wormed. $75.

Rest of KY/TN
/Novo 0 Emilartain

Subncriptions
3 alio. __.$75.011
6
.......-496.00
1 yr....-..4145.00

489-2741

I Check

NEON BEACH
MINI.STORAGE

All Other Mail

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
1 St Address
I .
City_

•Ail Size Units

1

State

Available
*Now Have
Climate Controi

I

Daytime Ph._

Zip
Mail this coupon with payment to

753.3853
•

Murray Ledger a Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Cir call 12701 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • %%ednesdas. Decembet to. 2008
(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

' Food safety is important for holidays
I Liam Iton (prat**
itirble

st-Itt 1 2 1N
753404)7
,a„...k •
than. •

3301

rimer

Reel Ease

Onenal

• ToVilt-we
COULD Itt

• neer rea
ONLY $71.1110
A Mewl*
CALL 753 1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun sumsai
Res.
& Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

.11.1
,
too.

ship-in

oh,,.

ror,, t,d

753-9562
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At".1. or, an .NuJI orp,rtu
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HANDYMAN
Do you need help" I do
painting concrete cerpentry and masonry
work Home 731-2475359 or Cell 731-2345933

JOE S JOBS

- 1.4144 • 22-•5643

436-2967

Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning hauling etc
insured

JONES
HOOFING
.
.
Licettsoed
v.
1.7‘11..;-tIXO'sks,;
"A3.:1/f'
.

A-AFFORDHauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk 8 tree work
436-5141

ABLE

Lots For Sala

I

I

• Stone • Brock
• Block Foundations

Local and

We work all seasons
25 years experience
(270)632-0007
(270)623-6456

long distance

•Pesia mut,'qui Ignes
•i'onstructIon ..4463rig
*Lig:wised in Kir and Tree
270/7111.1.AND t

I

Call Brian 0
(270) 705 4156

Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353

460
Hornet For Salo

'OWNER Finance' No
credit check, low down
payment. 3BR. 2BA,
affordable
monthly
payment.
(2701753-2222
3I3R, 23A double-wide
1 75 acres, 2 car
garage, stone foundation. deck & porch
Secluded, 10 minutes
from Murray
270-492-6364

fl03'Doran
Bearititt3t- 3el
2.200••

,

APPuANCE REPAIR
SERVICE ai PARTS
(270) 293-8726
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

OR

ATTIC Insulation blown
in. Start saving energy

hOrni?
1'84 §DO

HOUSE & five acres in
Coldwater. $75,000
Also up to 300 acres
available. 759-5000
NEW Construction
Campbell Estate.
48R, 2BA, many features. QUAUTY BUILT
HOME AT A GREAT
PRICE. Call for appt.
293-9747 753-3966.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes

Riverfield
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
in

Buy
Houses!
Fast sash Oiler
Stop Foreclosure
161-HOME
7611-10MECOM
We

Swage Door Sermc &
Her
Sr Greg fearisfiela
(270) 293-&4t,

Water Damaged Roofs
Braces & Mot Joists
z4.kncdeling & Plumbing
Do Insurance Work
MasterCard kcceelel

.

(270) 227-9212
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting.
fix-Ws
8
repairs.. 436-2226.
CALL us for your home
renovations Additions
remodeling, roof repair
and decks Jeff
0
270-435-4132 or
270-873-9493

Complete
Handyman &
home repairs
for all home
improvements.
(270)994-5579
DNJ HANDYMAN
Odd Jobs/Repairs,
Remodeling, Painting,
Decks etc
293-5438

FREE,
P
a ow.'

!Clap AppilarnCey ..00,
11V,M9
*WI Si,'-. SmiloWs

!pielrs A.•

arm pgtor~14. Var &MP,

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal
stump grinding,
firewood Insured

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Occur.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable. The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities.
YEARRY'S Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
CO us we will be

489-2839

USED TIRES
14.15. 16-inch
Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Sport Utility *hides
1996 Chevy Blazer.
2dr. 4wd, all electric,
tinted windows, new
tires, excellent condition. $2,500 obo
227-4439

Used ears
2001 Hyundai Tiburon.
109,xxxmiles, automatic. leatheripower
locks and windows.
Great condition, great
gas mileage_ $4,400.
(270)227-9319
(270)227-6989

530
Services 011ersa
•
LIM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping
Leaf Vacuuming ,

•

Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1116 X27

glad to help.

li \I
\I \N. \(.1 MI \ I
weekly & special pickups
locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

kivrray Ledger
& Times

270-753-1916

Calhoon Construction, u.c
FREE
Estimates

average 76 million people each degrees Fahrenheit or less
year.
tallow three to four days for
Here are a few simple food thawing); placing under cool
safety tips to avoid getting sick running water at a temperature
of 75 degrees Fahrenheit or less;
during the holiday season:
A Wash hands - Wash hands or thawing in a microwave and
for 20 seconds with soap and cooking the turkey immediately.
A Take temperatures - Cook
water and dry your hands with a
paper towel following restmom at 325 degrees Fahrenheit until
use, before preparing foods, the internal temperature of the
after handling raw meat or turkey reaches at least 165
before eating. Clean hands will degrees Fahrenheit. Cooked, hot
help prevent the spread of poten- foods should be kept at 140
tially illness-causing microor- degrees Fahrenheit or warmer.
Be sure to use a food thermomeganisms.
•Clean - Wash and sanitize ter to check temperatures.
A Keep it cold - Cold foods
food-contact surfaces often. To
sanitize utensils, immerse for 30 should be kept at 41 degrees
seconds in clean, hot water at Fahrenheit or less. After the
170 degrees Fahrenheit, or turkey is served, immediately
immerse for at least one minute slice and refrigerate on shallow
in a clean solution containing at platters. Use refngerated turkey
least 50 parts per million of and stuffing within three to four
chlorine (one teaspoon of 5.25 days. Use gravy within one to
percent household bleach per two days. If freezing leftovers,
gallon of water). Bacteria can use within two to six months for
spread and thrive on cutting best quality.
boards, knives and counter tops.
A Transport safely - Keep
Wash fruits and vegetables hot foods hot and cold foods
before preparing.
cold.
A Thaw properly - Proper
•Reheat - Leftover turkey
methods for thawing a turkey and stuffing should be stored
include: thawing in a refrigera- separately in shallow dishes or
tor with a temperature of 41 platters. Rapidly reheat left-

overs to a minimum internal
temperature of 165 degree.
Fahrenheit.
A Wash your hands before
and after handling food. Keep
your kitchen, dishes and utensils
clean.
•Serve food on clean plates
- not those that previously held
raw meat or poultry. Otherwise,
bacteria that are present in raw
prcducts can cross contaminate
food.
•If you are cooking foods
ahead of time for your party, be
sure to cook foods thoroughly at
a safe minimum internal temperature.
"Remember the two-hour
rule. Do not leave perishable
food out at room temperature for
more than two hours," said DPH
Commissioner William
D.
Hacker, M.D.
The cabinet would like to
wish you a safe and happy holiday. For more information and
free literature about food safety,
contact the food safety branch at
or
(502) 564-7181
visit
http://chfs.ky.gov/dphainfo/phps
/food.htm.

Wait a second: 2008 won't be over when
dock strikes midnight on January 1
already long with an extra day on Feb. 29 -the longest year since 1992
The decision to add an extra second was
made by an international consortium of
timekeepers, whose American
arm
announced it Monday. World conunerce and
digital technology depend on accurate tothe-second timekeeping, said Geoff Chester,
spokesman for the U.S. Naval Observatory
in Washington, responsible for one-third of
the world's atomic clocks.
Most cellular phone providers and computer operating systems check with the

world's atomic clocks and update their time
to add the leap second automatically, he
said.
The world started adding leap seconds in
1972, sometimes twice a year. This is first
leap second since Dec. 31, 2005. This is the
fourth year to have a leap day and a leap second.
At the Naval Observatory they have a
party at 6:59:60 p.m.
"We watch the clock and make sure nothing breaks," Chester said. "It's an early New.
Year's celebration." A brief one.

Li(

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

Scrap

FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
holidays are filled with delicious
tempting treats, but the festive
atmosphere doesn't pravide a
pass to ignore the Kentucky
Department for Public Health's
(DPH)food safety recommendations.
Many holiday dinners incorporate meat and poultry, a possible source of food-related disease unless handled and prepared properly This holiday season, DPH urges consumers to be
cautious when purchasing and
preparing food items and to pay
close attention to good hygiene
practices.
"Proper hand washing is the
most effective way to keep food
and guests safe." said Christine
Atkinson, manager of the food
safety branch in DPH. "By following the guidelines recommended by DPH, you and your
Loved ones can avoid food-related illnesses this holiday season."
Holiday buffets, party trays
or even a poorly stored turkey
could be the culprit of disease.
Improperly stored food items
provide breeding grounds for
bacterial contamination, which
causes illness that affects an

WASHINGTON (AP) — With a brutal
economic slowdown. 2008 may feel as if it
will never end. Now the world's timekeepers
are making it even longer by adding a leap
,
to the last day of the year.
stniv(a. a METAL second
Along with the economy. the Earth itself
ROOFING EXPERT:,
slowing down, requiring timekeepers to
270)29.a-1.099
add an extra second to their atomic clocks to
:Essay a &SU
keep in sync with Earth's slightly slowing
rotation. So an extra second will be tacked
to Dec. 31 after 6:59:59 p.m. and before
David's Home 7onp.m.
Eastern Standard Time.
Improvement
That extra second will make 2008 —

cost now. Damn
293-1924,

2 P.

ft. :3m.

F

ATINTAL OP
MURRAY

ALL Carpentry
Construction
.Homes 'Remodeling
• Decks -Screened
Porches .Garages
*Sagging
•Rotten
Floors *Termite
Damage -Home &
Mobile Home

I

MARK HACKEL
MASONRY

A TO B MOVING

At.iemail

Murray Ledger & Times

Licensed
Estimates
and Insured

Additions, Drywall. Painting, Windows.
Roofing, Decks, Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007
HOLISTIC HEALTHCARE
OF PARIS
A Beacon of Hope
ACUPUtkletUgE; NOTAITIONALS
.AND MORE.
(Practicing Since f9e7)
aatit. LI:1 9...I/Yemen s..Hoalthcare a A
Pain M agernoritaLyrt1t*tJc rira"
Facial Rejuvenation CenuizeNutrition
Body a Skin t-are • For Caryttol'a
.
.
Oana Iftwvatt , L

(3t3444-1780

.wwW.pansinbhanInew

- veilak-rflant!ttpegrat conSaiolistiCirealtricareofp.-

horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Dec. II, 2008:
You'll go far this year if you
learn to channel your energy
and, sometimes, dissatisfaction
in a positive manner. You need
to know when to pull back and
regroup. People you have taken
for granted might no longer be
available if you're not careful.
Learn to express yourself in a
way in which others can receive
even the most unwanted news.
Opt for a seminar or workshop
in the art of communicating. If
you are single, you are a magnet
to others. Don't move too quickly, as you could feel cramped or
uncomfortable. If you are
attached, the two of you will
seem as if you have very different agendas Be understanding.
Stay open. It will work out if
you agree to disagree and not
make a big deal out of your differences. GEMINI can often
challenge you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Your mood changes
quickly. adding to the level of
camaraderie and openness.
Where someone could be far too
loquacious for others, right now,
you find this person's talkativeness OK. News from a distance
might have you reorganizing or
at least rethinking a decision.
Tonight: Out and about
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Someone you care
about doesn't hesitate to give
you a piece of his or her mind.
whether you want to hear it or
not. Keep smiling, and you'll
impress others - if nothing else,
with
your evenness and
patience Accept differences.
Tonight: Play Santa.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***a* You are in your element, though others might feel
compelled to test your limits and
decisions. Someone at a distance expresses his or her caring. Be willing to look at a situation far differently. Tonight: Do
whatever makes you smile.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Know when to kick back and
possibly say nothing. Sometimes
saying less means more. A person will ask questions when he
or she is ready. Unexpected
news could have you revamping
your plans. Tonight: Take some
personal time.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might be best with
crowds. A meeting helps you
resolve an issue that might
involve a partner. This person
has been acting weirdly for a
while Find an outlet for your
high energy rather than get into

Jacqueline War
a disagreement Tonight: Where
the crowds can be found.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Take a stand rather than
feel suppressed. You might want
to tap into another's good will. A
partner who has been wild and
challenging simply might cot
help. Avoid a confrontation if
possible. Tonight: Try a brisk
walk to lessen tension_
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You spontaneously
make the right decision and
choose in which direction to go.
You could be way too tired for
your own good. Let a loved one
or child add to the quality of your
day. Take the high road. Tonight.
Choose a mind-relaxing activity.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Work with others
directly. The less you delegate
right now, the better off you will
be. A family member lets you
know how much he or she
counts. Your creativity surges
with friends or loved ones.
Tonight: Let a partner try to draw
you in.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Someone close can get
the best of you. Don't let yourself
be triggered; rather, take a walk.
Use exercise to help reduce your
stress level. Upset on a profound
level, or perhaps a volatile roommate, might be difficult to handle.
Tonight: Deter to others.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to do
something very differently.
Understand what needs to happen and just dig in and get the
job done. Unexpected communication or someone's stance

could trigger you. Tonight: Visit
over a meal.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** A friend could be
aggressive, in your opinion.
especially when it comes to your
wallet. Try to be diplomatic.
Express your vulnerable self
when working through a problem. Tonight: Dance the night
away.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** No one needs to tell you
what the ramifications could be
of your unpredictability You are
already seeing the net results.
Stop reacting. Then look within

Boo is a domestic short hair
black, young adult, male

to see if this behavior is the
result of an inner transformation.
Tonight: Relax at home.
BORN TODAY
Former presidential candidate
John Kerry (1943), writer, Nobel

Prize
winner
Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn (1918). singer
Jermaine Jackson (1954)
**•
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
A9 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Tan is a Tuxedo domestic
long hair, young adult, female

SHELTER HOURS: MON.atl. 10 AM-4 PM

• SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter '
at (270) 759-4141
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VitvieviWr
The Murray Ledger & Times wants
you to share your photographs of
people in our community at work,
at school and at play.
%Olen you submit photos tor ow Scene In the Community page, please
rnclude the event, the date. plar e. organization or group, as well as the name or ever yorre
in the photo. Only a certain number, of photos will appear because or space.
There is no guarantee a cubmissron will he published.
Digital photos: Tbey may be submitted to
editoi enniiiaa ledgei.com in a ipeg format.
Print photos: May be chopped oft at the Ledger oftu e
.it 1001 Whitnell Ave., 01 mailed to PC)Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071.
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Teenager crosses the line
pursuing cousin's husband

Murray Ledger & limes
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10 years ago
The Honors English IV Class
ith Lynda Coleman as teacher
at Calloway County High School
base receis
the 1997 edition
ot "Reco:lections Volume XII.'
published each year by the English class and are now on sale
I) the public.
Births reported include a boy
to Nathan and Sonja Richey. Dec
3
In high school basketball
games. Calloway County Lady
Lakers won 44-33 over Lone Oak
Purple Flash and Murray Lady
Tigers won 52-47 os er Carlisle
County Comets.
20 years ago
Wayne Blackford has been
named as a member ot the Calloway County Board ot Education to take the place of Jim
Kelly who has resigned to seek
public office
Published is a picture of seven
new members of the Murray
Rotary Club. They are Nancy
Nyguard. Janice Weaver, Betty
Boston, Willis Chaney, Rick
McGee, Van Haverstock and Jim
Vaughn.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Steele
were married for 50 years on
Nov. 26.
Births reported include a boy
to Tonya and Jimmy Darnell and
a buy to Karen and Mark Welch,
Dec. 6.
30 years ago
Calloway County missed much
of the force of an ice and snow
storm that struck across Western
Kentucky on the night of Dec.
8.
Dr. Rex E. Alexander of Murray State University was elected
vice president of Men's Athletics
Kentucky Association of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation at a meeting held in
Louisville.
The Calloway County Public
Library has been transformed into
"Fantasyland" for the Christmas
season.
40 years ago
The 12-voice Girls Ensemble

and Mixed Chorus of Calloway
C'ounty High School with Mrs.
Josiah Darnall AS director presented the pplram at a meeting
DEAR ABBY': I am a 17of the Theta Department of the
year-old. happily married girl,
Murray Woman's Club held at
but I have a problem. My 15the club house.
year-old cousin "Rayleen' likes
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Paschall
my husband. She calls his cell
will be married for 50 years Dec. phone at all hours of
the night,
14.
and last week she sent him a
Murray State University Racers won 96-67 over San Fernan- letter telling him that I was
cheating on
do and won 76-61 over Carson
him (a lie!)
Newman College in basketball
and
that
games. Claude Virden was high
when
he
scorer for the Racers in both
decides to
games.
get a divorce
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Adrian B. Cloys
from me. if
Jr. Nov. 2.
he wants a
SO years ago
"real
The new Murray Municipal
woman* to
Parking lot, located between East
Dear Abby give her a
Main and Maple Streets, will be
call.
opened to the public on Dec. 11.
By Abigail
Dr. Will Frank Steely, profesRayleen has
Van Buren
sor of history at Murray State
always had a
University. was the guest speaker at a meeting of the Lynn Grove thing for older men, but this
High School Unit of the Parent- time she has just gone too far.
I know my husband loves me
Teacher Association.
Mrs. Finney E. Crawford pre- and would never believe her,
sented a program on "Christmas but I'm not sure how to tell
my cousin to stop. I don't want
Surprises- at a meeting of thc
Home Department of the Murray to be mean, but she can't have
Woman's Club.
him. -- FURIOUS IN ALABABoone Laundry & cleaners lists
MA
a 10-pound dry wash for 79 cents
DEAR
FURIOUS:
It
in its ad for this week.
appears that no one ever taught
(t0 years ago
your hormonal cousin that there
Calloway County will receive are boundaries
that should not
S109.542 for road work for the
be crossed. You should not be
coming year, according to local
officials. The money will come the person telling Rayleen to
from the $8,000,000 fund from cool off and face reality. That
message should come from your
increased revenues.
husband, as he tells her to
Murray Lions Club has prestop calling and stop writing
sented Murray High School with
a new scoreboard for the foot- nasty letters because he already
has a real woman -- his wife.
ball field.
Murray Training School Colts
P.S. And the letter should
won 31-27 over New Concord
be turned over to Rayleen's
Redbirds in a high school bay
mother because right now your
ketball game.
cousin needs some parenting
Murray State College Thor- a lot worse than she needs a
oughbreds won 55-51 over Southman.
east Missouri in a basketball game.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 23-year-

todaylnIllstory
By 'I'he Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 10.
the 345th day of 2008. There are
21 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Dec. 10.
1958, National Airlines opened
the era of U.S. domestic jet passenger service as it began flights
between New York and Miami
using Boeing 707s leased from
Pan Am.
On this date:
In 1520. Martin Luther publicly burned the papal edict
demanding that he recant, or face
excommunication.
In 1817. Mississippi was admitted as the 20th state.
In 18o9. women were granted
the nght to vote in the Wyoming
Territory.
In 1906, President Theodore
Roosevelt became the first Amer-

ican to be awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize, for helping mediate
an end to the Russo-Japanese War.
In 1931, Jane Addams became
the first American woman to be
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
the co-recipient was Nicholas
Murray Butler).
In 1948. the U.N. General
Assembly adopted its Universal
Declaration on Human Rights.
In 1950. Ralph J. Bunche was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
the first black American to receive
the award.
ln 1964. Martin Luther King
Jr. received his Nobel Peace Prize.
In 1967. singer Otis Residing,
26. and six others were killed in
the crash of their Wane in Lake
Monona, Wis.
In 1978. movie director Edward
D. Wood Jr. ("Plan 9 From Outer
Space") died in North Hollywood,

Calif., at age 54.
Ten years ago: Republicans on
the House Judiciary Committee
lined up one by one in favor of
impeaching President Bill Clinton; Democrats vowed opposition
after lawyers clashed in closing
arguments over alleged "high
crimes and misdemeanors." Six
astronauts jubilantly swung open
the doors to the new international space s,:ation, becoming the
first guests aboard the orbiting
outpost. The Palestinian leader-,
ship scrapped constitutional clauses rejecting Israel's existence.
Five years ago: A divided
Supreme Court upheld the broadest restrictions on campaign donations in nearly 30 years. An appeals
court ordered a new trial for Lionel
Tate. a Florida teen sentenced to
life for causing the death of a 6year-old playmate. Tiffany Eunick
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old guy who, due to money
problems, credit card bills and
student loans, recently moved
back with my parents. Before
I moved in they made me
agree to a written contract that
included no drinking, no smoking of any kind, a midnight
curfew, getting a job and stating that once I move out I
can't move back in again.
I get what they're trying to
do. but I feel like they are
treating me like a child. I only
agreed to the terms because I
was desperate.
I have abided by all the rules,
but they still are suspicious of
me breaking the contract after
five months under their roof.
I want to move out, but I am
still unable to do so. What
can I do to make this situation better? -- DESPERATE
IN ARIZONA
DEAP DESPERATE: Your
parents may have insisted on
the stipulations of the contract
because of something that happened before you first moved
out on your own. Because they
feel strongly about drinking,
smoking and the curfew, the
best advice I can offer is to
obey the rules, avoid arguments and save your money
until you can earn enough to
become independent again.
•••

DEAR ABBY: With the
economic problems so many
people are having. I thought
I'd share a holiday gift suggestion with you.
Years ago, I realized my
nephew was receiving more
toys than he could ever enjoy,
so I gave him a Christmas
ornament instead. He was only
5 or 6 at the time, so I'm not
sure he really appreciated it
then. However, as more nieces
and nephews came along. I
continued the tradition of g(ving them ornaments.
They all grew to treasure
their personal ornaments and
took great delight in having
something of their own to hang
on the tree each year. -- DAVID
S. IN MINNEAPOLIS
DEAR DAVID S.: Thank
you for sharing a wonderful
idea. I'm sure that now your
nieces and nephews are grown.
hanging those ornaments on
their own trees has special significance.
I knew a woman years ago
who used to craft gorgeous
Christmas tree ornaments using
Styrofoam balls decorated with
ribbons, sequins and beads.
They were special not only
because of the love and work
she put into them, but also
because they were entirely
unique.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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Flaxseed oil may not be
good for cancer patient
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 72
years old and have prostate cancer. high blood pressure. high
cholesterol and triglycerides and
diabetes.
In October. my local paper
had an article that said there
was
an
increased
risk
of
prostate cancer in men
who ate flax
seeds. It recommended
that men eat
fish
or
Dr. Gott omega oils
instead.
It
also said that
By
could
Dr. Peter Gott we
completely
stay away from flaxseed oil and
flaxseed-oil pills.
For the past seven years. I
have been using flaxseed oil
and flaxseed-oil pills. I consume
2.000 milligrams daily. My doctors have never told me there
was a problem with my usage
of the supplement. My PSA has
vaned from 4.9 to 6.9. I would
like to know your opinion of
this.
DEAR READER: T1s is a
complex issue. Not many studies have been done to determine the benefits of flaxseed. The
article you read may have been
reporting on the results of several medical studies that showed
a possible link between prostate
cancer and alpha-linolenic acid
(which is present in flaxseed).
More studies are needed before
an answer can be given because
another study involving men
with prostate cancer showed that

flaxseed supplements did not
increase PSA :esels
The Mayo Clinic recommends
that men with or at risk for
prostate cancer avoid flaxseed
and alpha-linolenic acid supplements.
That said, there are other reasons you may want to discontinue your flaxseed-oil regimen.
Flaxseed contains omega-3 fatty
acid, which can be beneficial
for most patients. But you have
diabetes. Some studies have
shown that omega-3s can increase
blood sugar levels. You also
mention a high tnglycende level.
While I often recommend
flaxseed oil and omega-3 to aid
cholesterol reduction, this may
not he appropnate for people with
elevated tnglycende levels, as
it may actually increase the level.
Flaxseed is not without side
effects. Some people may develop allergic reactions. It can also
have laxative effects and in overdose can lead to a build-up of
blood levels of the toxic chemical cyanide. Rarely, if whole
flaxseeds are not taken correctly or too much is taken, it can
lead to bowel obstruction or
even a total stoppage of intestinal movement. Flaxseed oil is
only the alpha-linolenic acid of
the flaxseed and may not have
all the potential benefits and
side effects of the whole seed.
I suggest you speak to your
physician about your consumption of flaxseed oil. He or she
can give you information more
specific to your situation. While
flaxseed and its derivatives may
have health benefits, more
research needs to be done.

Contractaridge
South dealer.
instead. Nine tricks were now still
Neither side vulnerable.
as actable, provided South could
NORTH
guess which way to take the two-way
•k 10
spade finesse. There KILS no need to
117 3
try in solve this problem at once,
•Q 10 6 2
though, so declarer decided to gather
•K 7 5 4
all the information he could to help
WEST
EAST
find the winning solution.
+85
•Q 6 4 3 2
He Inas by also allowing the
•KQ1054
V96 2
queen of clubs to hold the tnek.
•A3
•9 7 5
When West then continued with the
4.QJ Loa
+93
jack,declarer took his ace and led the
SOUTH
king of diamonds. West won and
•A9 7
returned the dub ten to dummy's
•AJ It
king, Fact discarding a spade.
•K 8 4
The Q-J of diamonds were next
•A 62
cashed. West discarding a heart. At
The bidding:
this point, after seven tricks had been
South
West
North East
ria...cd. South had all the information
I NT
2 11
2\T
Pass
he needed to assure the contract. The
3 NT
location ofthe spade queen no longer
Opening lead - king of hearts.
mancred.
Guessing the location of a gates
At trick eight, the seven of clubs
is often a crucial challenge in the was led. forcing West to win with the
play ofa hand. But while it's true that eight as South discarded his last diaan out-and-out guess is occasionally mond. West then found himself in a
unavoidable, a resourceful declarer losing position; since he svas out of
can frequently compel the opponents diamonds and dubs, he had to return
to soh': the problem for him.
a heart or a spade.
For example, take this case when:
A heart refers into South's .A-1
West led the king of hearts against would hand him his ninth trick, while
three notrump. South. of course, a spade return would solve the probducked, hoping the suit would be lem in that suit. Either way, three
continued. Had West obliged with notrump was now ice-cold.
another heart lead, declarer would
By eossitrachas an end position
have scored nine easy tricks after that allowed the enemy no escape.
dri‘ing oin the ace of diamonds
South eliminated all guesswork and
But West shifted to the club queen so assured a favorable outcome.
Tomorrow: Transmining the right message.
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1 Proposal
4 Movie pig
8 Hopped a let
12 Stretchy
bandage
13 Promissory
notes
14 Fast sled
15 Plots a new
course
17 Nile sun god
18 Hobby ender
19 Wave feature
20 Pinnacle
23 Farming mayor
26 Jeers
27 Narrow inlet
28 — Mahal
31 Awful
32 'Hasta —'
34 Yvette's date
35 Malt beverage
36 Source of iron
37 Cashmere
38 Pottery ovens
40 Type of prof
41 Knd o candle
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1 Keep out
2 Kerrigan and
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3 Yr ender
4 Favoritism
5 Heart outlet
6 Except
7 Winding curve
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44 Stray dog
46 Yield to
47 Dan'l Boone's
hat
52 Granary. often
53 Dirk —
(Cussler hero)
54 Egg — yung
55 Congeals
56 To boot
57 Cable channel

111
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24 Area around
the golf cup
25 Rock-band
booking
28 Southwest art
colony
29 Andy's radio
pal
30 Forsake
a lover
32 Kind of roast
33 Web site
37 All-out fights
38 Boxing wins
39 Dundee citizens
41 MacDonald
of whodunits
42 NYC theater
award
43 Soften
45 Till
47 IRS form
expert
48 Olive yield
49 Fast-food
acronym
50 Atom fragment
51 "Smoking
or —
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Kentucky offers outdoor excitement, like Eagle Watches at parks
Its not that I am panicularly
veil sersed on a uldltle. neser a
huntet and rawly a fisherman.
but there is indeed something
of a lush when spotting a deer
near the
edge of a
tree line on
a Kentucky
back road.
or seeing an
dk slowly
emerge on a
reclaimed
observation
top in east
Out & About em
... Kentucky Kentucky.
It can he
Style
exciting.
But to sec
By Gary P.
one of
West
natures, and
Syndicated
our coonColumnist
try •s most
recognizable symbol. the Bald
Eagle. slossly flap its wings as
if quietly listening to a finetuned orchestra. The flight of a
bald eagle is No)
- easy to mesh
with music.
You, too, can see these beautiful birds of prey during
January and February' at four of
Kentucky 's lakeside State
Parks.
For some 40 years. the
Kentucky. State Parks have provided "Eagle Watch

Kentucky Department of Parks phD;

Bald Eagles like this can be seen soaring during Eagle Watch
weekends at several Kentucky State Parks.
Weekends." where bird watchers can view the eagles from
land or water.
"This is a great opportunity

for amateurs and experienced
bird watchers to see eagles and
other animals in their natural
habitat," said State Park

2009 season to see changes in
LBL camping reservations
GOLDEN POND. Ky. Land Between The Likes(LBL)
National Recreation Area will
be experiencing several changes
for camping reservations during
the 2009 season.
At this time, reservations for
Wranglers Campground (open
year-round) may be made for
campsites and camping shelters
for the month of December only.
Reservations are available
online at www.Recreation.gov
24 hours a day. Reservations

To place an
ad call
753-1916
LUSA&

can also be made by calling 1877-444-6777 or through TDD
at !-877-833-6777. Wranglers
Camping Shelter reservations
for January and February only
will be available beginning
December 15 by calling Wanda
Crump at 924-2044. MondayFriday, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Energy Lake, Hillman Ferry.
& Piney Campgrounds are
closed for the season and will
reopen March I. 2009.
The ability to make reservations for the 2009 camping season is tentatively set for March
1st. Please visit our website at
www.lbl.org.
email
rroby@fs.fed.us, or call 9242000 as more information will
be available at a later date.

Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service.
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL." to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encourage visitors to review our website at www.lbl.org each season.
and throughout the season, for
our Calendar of Events. updates
on programs and policies, and
temporary trail and road closures.

Additional LBL information
is also available on our website
or by calling 1-800-LBL-7077
or 924-2000. You can find out
more about "Friends of LBL" at
www.friendsoflbl.org.

Recreation Director and
Naturalist Carey Tichenor.
"These are some of the most
popular wildlife viewing events
that our parks sponsor."
The eagle watches take place
at the four resort parks during
weekends on an excursion
yacht, barges, pontoon boats
and by van, depending on the
location and particular tour.
They will be led by state park
naturalists and Department of
Fish and Wildlife biologists.
Prices for the tour range
from $20 to $55 a person and
tours last between two to three
and a half hours. The package
also includes an evening program on birds of prey.
I did not realize it until I
began learning more about the
eagle, but according to those
who keep statistics on such
things, more people bird watch
than play golf. I'm not sure if
this counts for those of us who
have watched various birds eat
the grass seed we planted in
early spring.
The Bald Eagle Protection
Act dates back to 1940 and for
many years they were considered an endangered species.
However. because of the great
bird's reputation as our national
symbol and stric laws enforced
in making sure they are indeed
protected. the birds have flour-

ished to the point they can be
wen throughout Kentucky most
often near a water source.
Fin not sure every time an
eagle flies it is in search of
food. It is said they can spot a
meal a mile away. Sometime
they seem to fly just for the
pure joy of flying. They look
like large airplanes lifting into
the sky, first at a slow nse, followed by an accelerated leveling off. An initial sighting can
be very exciting. somewhat like
seeing a whale come to the surface, or a pair of porpoise rise
together from the depths of the
ocean.
Though the Bald Eagle is
still considered threatened and
a violation can lead to a
S100,000 fine and/or a year in
prison. it still doesn't stop occasional attacks on the beautiful
bird. Several months ago a
Bald Eagle was reportedly shot
in Hopkins County near
Madisonville.
Although fewer of the birds
are being shot, lead bullets are
still finding their way into their
bodies. With the proliferation
of deer carcasses during hunting season, the eagle during its
search for food, ingest the bullets left behind.
If you decide to be apart of
these popular Eagle Watch
tours, you are encouraged to

bring warm clothing, rain gear
and binoculars. Those taking
part on a barge or pontoon at
Dale Hollow should bring their
own personal flotation device
The weekend tours at
Kentucky Dam Village. Lake
Barkley and Kenlake allow for
optional viewing from the CQ
Princess a 96-foot yacht.
There will also be an option on
the boat Eagles can be seen
from inside the CQ Princess or
from the outside decks.
Here are the dates and phone
numbers for the four participating parks:
Dale Hollow - 1-800-3252282: Jan. 23-24; Jan. 30-31:
Feb. 20-21
Kentucky Dam Village -- 1800-325-0146: Jan, 16-18
Lake Barkley - 1-800-3251708; Jan. 30-Feb. 1
Kenlake - 1-800-325-0141
Feb. 6-8
It should be noted that these
tours are a joint venture
between Kentucky State Parks,
the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, and the
U.S Army Corp of Engineers.
There's no excuse not to get
up, get out and get going.
Gary P West can be reached
at west1488@bellsouth.net.

BBB offers tips on toy safety
While toy manufacturers have
increased product testing in order
to reduce the number of unsafe
toys on the market, unfortunately, dangerous toys continue to be
sold in the U.S. The Better
Business Bureau is offering
advice to holiday shoppers to
help them avoid purchasing
unsafe toys. as well as guidance
for parents if they find a recalled
toy in their child's toy box.
The CPSC keeps a list of
recalled toys on its Web site at
www.cpsc.gov. Consumers can
also subscribe to their e-mail list
to receive updates on recalls as
they occur. The Toy Industry
Association also provides extensive information on toy safety
and people can scroll through
photos of recalled
toys
iwww.toyinfo.org).
The CPSC negotiates the specific resolution over a recalled
toy with the toy manufacturer -

usually resulting in a refund or an products are often sold to
exchange for a different toy. unknowing parents.
Parents can consult the CPSC
1 o y
Web site for specific resolutions safety isn't
and instructions. Shoppers can only about
Consumer
also try returning a recalled toy avoiding
directly to the mailer - rather recalled Products Safety
than dealing directly with the products; Commission: (800)
manufacturer. Shoppers should gift-givers 638-2772
Toy
Industry
understand though, that many also need
major toy outlets have their own to make Association: (888)
return policy for recalled toys.
sure they 888-4TOYS
Mattel: (800)
Most large retailers are quick are buying
to pull products off the shelf, and. appropri- 9164498
Fisher-Price.
as a secondary precaution, flag ate toys.
the bar codes, so if the item is
C o n - (800) 991-2444
Toys R Us
scanned at checkout. the cashier sumer s
knows to not let consumers pur- should fol- (800)869-7787
Fore more trustchase the item. While online auc- low
the
tion sites or bulletin boards may age rec- worthy advice to
have policies against selling ommends- keep children safe
recalled toys, according to don listed this holiday seag0
to
researchers from the Center for on
the son,
Injury Research and Policy at package or www.bbb.org.
Columbus Children's Hospital, toy.
recalled toys and other unsafe
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WHAT'S IT WORM TrOSSIINS Bought IN Murray Through Saturday
Over 80G,,, of items brought in are purchased
througn offers made by the International
Collectors Association.
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AT 25 YEAR HIGH, for

Roadshow representative Jim
Hickman uses special equipment Po
examine treasures.

The Roadshow room is filled with a variety of items
Including gold silver,jewelry, coins, guitars and rare
collectibles.
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Cash In Now
"It s a modern day
gold rush.' said Jeff
Parsons.
is no's
trading at
cal highs.;nut
sou can ,ash in In) bringing in
your items this week.
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metals. etc Rings. hraceless
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Wanted are antiques. gold. silver coins and military
memorabilia Collectors are also interetsed in
pre-1965 toys. train sets. Individual trains and dolls.

The Roadshow continues
in Murray every day
through Saturday

The Roadshow represents
many of the world's
top numismatic coin
collectors
Our private collectors
are seeking all types of
rare coins and currency.
The Roadshow has the
resources available to pay
you top prices.
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Best western University inn
1503 N 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
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SECTION C

Ledger 8 Times

Jewuan Long will miss the remainder of the season after tearing
his ACL in Saturday's game at Morehead State

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
As if Billy Kennedy needed any more
bad news after coming off a weekend
loss to Morehead State and staring down
the barrel of a treacherous five-game
road stretch. Kennedy found out Tuesday
that he will be without sophomore guard
Jewuan Long for the remainder of the
season with a torn ACL.
Long hurt his knee in the early going

of Saturday's game at Morehead State
and test results Tuesday confirmed that
the 6-foot-I. 180-pound guard is indeed
done for the season.
The injury comes just prior to the
Racers traveling to Columbia, Mo..
Saturday to take on the Tigers at 6 p.m
"We're just disappointed because he's
our best perimeter defender," Kennedy
said Monday at his weekly press conference. "He was working his way into

1251141,

Up Next
*array State at Missouri
When: Saturday 6 p rrt
Where: CoiumOta Mo (Mizzou Arena 15 06'
Records: MSU (5-2) UM (7.1)

playing more minutes because he was
outplaying a lot of the other guards we
have. To not have him against Morehead
or have him throughout the rest of the
season really changes some things with
le See LONG • 2C
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COLONELS HAVE
NOW WON FIVE
OF LAST SIX
GAMES

IFN ar—lt 1r

'Jay

By OVC Sports Information
RICHMOND. Ky. - The
Eastern Kentucky University
men's basketball team picked up
e: 93-50 win over visiting
Covenant College Tuesday
evening in McBrayer Arena.
EKU has now won five of its
lest six games and improved to
fr3.
! Senior Mike Rose scored a
career-high 33 poinis and
became the first Colonel to
reach the 30-point plateau since
Man Witt recorded 33 points in
a - win at Samford on Feb. 14.
2006. The guard rattled off 19
points in the first half while
going 6-of-9 (66.7 percent)
sbooting from the floor. For the
gkme. Rose netted 6-of-9 (66.7
percent) three-point attempts.
: Junior Papa Oppong also
reached double figures as the
guard
tallied
13 points.
Freshman Jorge Camacho came
off the bench to register personal highs in both points (10) and
rebounds (eight).
, For the Scots. Reed Crosson
aitid J.R. Atery combined for 30
pOints. Chris Hall chipped in
With six points and a game-best
1'2 rebounds.
Nine different Eastern play#
41.11•114
ers made a basket to start the
game before freshman Deveyon
Fiunter scored on consecutive
possessions to give the Colonels
a:24-8 lead. Eastern Kentucky
only turned the ball over twice
in the first 20 minutes of action
WENDY HAUN 'Richmond Regality
and took a commanding 49-26 Eastern Kentucky freshman
Mike Lewis looks for room to move past Covenant College's J.R.
advantage into halftime.
Avery Tuesday night in Richmond. Lewis scored two points and EKU rolled to a 93-50 win.
: The Colonels made their first
frau field goal attempts in the
second half, including three
three-pointers, to quickly extend
their cushion to 29 points.
Covenant College would get no
closer the rest of the way.
, This was the first meeting
between the two schools.
Covenant College is an NAIA
school located in Lookout
Mountain. Ga. Tuesday's game
counted as an exhibition contest
for Covenant College
NASHVILLE — The Tennessee State women's
basketball team overcame an 11-point deficit late
in the second half but stumbled in overtime, dropping a 78-72 decision to Belmont Tuesday night in
the Curb Event Center.
School
ovc(CNsts.)
Kendra Appling tallied a season-high 27 points
AUStin Peey
and Tiffany Jackson recorded her second double2-0(5-2)
Mel/et-lead State
double of the season with 23 points and 12
2-0 13-61
Jacksonville State 1-0(6-1)
rebounds. Kierra Goodwin chipped in a careerMurray State
best nine points off the bench and LaDona
1-1 (5-2)
Eastern Kentucky
dished out seven assists.
1-1 (6-3)
Te,nnessee State
With the loss. Tennessee State falls to 3-6 riser 1-1 (3-4)
Eastern 'Minors
all while Belmont improves to 6-2.
1-1 (2-5)
Courtesy 0 Don McPeak
Tennessee Teets
A bucket from Amber Rockwell started a run
0-1 (5-2)
UT Martin
that would see Belmont jump out to an 11-0 lead. Tennessee State's Kendra Appling scored a
0-2(2-5)
SE Missouri State 0-2 i2-6
TSU finally got on the board at the 16:36 mark season-high 27 points in the loss to Belmont.
after a lay-up by LaDona Pierce.
Tarr
from Amber Rockwell.
Eastern Kentucto, 53 Coatroom Colege 50
Over the next eight minutes. TSU chipped
A determined Lady Tiger squad. how es er. ronass
a'.
at
the
Belmont
lead. outscoring the Bruins tinued to fight and once again cut down the
Eastern tenon at Evansville
7 00 p m
deficit.
Mussoun
SE
17-8 to come to within one (22-21).
at Western tOrriors 7 00 p
To steals and three break-away lay-ups from
foruser
Three
straight
buckets
from
the
Bruins
put
BU
Kendra Appling brought the game to 48-47. with
Aushn Peay at LOVISIAlle
12 00 p.'
back on top 28-21 but the Lady Tigers rallied off Belmont on top.
SPN FuN Count
Eastern Kentucky at Ball Stale 1 00 p m
seven unanswered points to knot the score at 28BU then used a 12-2 run to capture a 60-49
Fru...Neon:II at Jacksonville State 4 00 p m
28 with 145 left in the half.
advantage, its largest lead since the 16:55 mark of
e xtettrhon
Belmont held a slight 30-29 lead at the break.
Mortar State at Mtssoun
6 00 p m
the first half. Not to be denied. TSU forged yet
IESPN FuC Count
Belmont created a little distance in the opening another comeback. With
the Lady Tigers now only
W Minors at Eastem ItIonors
.00 pm
moments of the second half captunng a 35-29 trailing 60-57. Kendra
/WM
Appling nailed a threeTSU
lead.
narrowed
the gap (38-36) at the 16:33 pointer from the corner to tie the game
SCX6heaS1 Alltssoun at Bradley 1 00 p m
with 1:(X)
(Avon CoNege at Tenn Tee'.
2 On p m
mark but BU stretched the advantage to double- minute left in regulation.
Morehead State at lianas St
2069 In
digits
146-36)
follow
a
pair
of
triples
and
a
lay-up
Tennessee St at Alabama MM 500 pm
•See TIM.2C
•

The Old College Try
APPLING SCORES
SEASON-HIGH BUT TSU

FALLS TO BELMONT

MEN'S
S1111111114

Y

AVEREE FIELDS SCORES SECOND
DOUBLE-DOUBLE LEADING CCHS
INTO CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
Staff Report
Calloway County weathered
an early deficit but recovered to
defeat Massac County (I11.)
Thursday night 55-40 to
advance to the championship
game of the
Metropolis
Tournament.
The Lady Lakers have trailed
at halftime in each of their three
games so far this season, but
have steamrolled opponents in
the second half.
The story was much the same
Tuesday. Massac jumped out to
a 13-5 lead at the end of the first
quarter and frustrated Calloway
with a box-in-one defense on
Lady Laker senior Kayla
Cunningham.
Cunningham still managed to
score a quiet 12 points, and the
scheme also helped open up the
scoring for the rest of the team
— 10 players got on the board
for Calloway.
The Lady Lakers adjusted in
the second quarter. outscoring
the host team 13-6 to go into
halftime down by just one. 1918.
Calloway's depth was too

much for Massac to handle
down the stretch. Ten players
scored and the Lady Lakers took
a 36-31 lead going into the
fourth quarter and outscored the
Lady Patriots 19-9 in the final
frame.
Averee Fields led Calloway
with her second consecutive
double-double, scoring
15
points and
14
grabbing
rebounds. Cunningham scored
12 and Kristin Boggess notched
11.
Jasmine Davis paced Massac
with 17 points.
Calloway shot 41 percent
from the field and went 4-for-13
from beyond the arc while connecting on just 6 of 12 from the
free throw line.
Massac shot 39 percent and
had trouble finding their range
from three-point land, hitting
just 1 of 10 shots. 'The Lady
Patriots were 5-for-8 from the
free throw line.
Calloway improved to 3-0 on
the season and will face Marion
(111.1 on Thursday for the championship of the Metropolis
Tournament.

Darnall boosts
Murray to win at
Fulton County
LADY TIGERS
UPEND LADY
PILOTS AT
FOUL LINE
Staff Report
Murray put three players in
double figures and held off
Fulton County late to take a 5853 victory away from Hickman
on Tuesday.
The Tigers were able to build
an early advantage behind the
scoring of point guard Blake
Darnall. who notched 11 of his
team-high 16 points in the first
half.
Darnall is averaging close to
12 points per game over the first
three contests and has picked up
some of the scoring slack due to
Kwatne Duffy's season-ending
Achilles tendon tear.
The Tigers rook a 14-11 lead
out of the first quarter and built
a six-point lead in the second.
going into halftime with a 31-25
advantage.
Fulton County wasn't done.
however, cutting the lead to four
at the end of three. The Tigers
slowed the game down in the
fourth quarter, switching to a
zone defense and containing
Pilot standout Leonard Smith.
who scored 26 points on 10-for15 shooting.
Aaron Jones and larvae
Langford joined Damall in double figures. scoring 13 and 12
points respectively. Chasun

Sheppard added six points for
Murray.
The Tigers shot 38 percent
from the field and connected on
just 13 of 28 free throws to shoot
under 50 percent from the charity stripe.
Fulton County fared better,
shooting 46 percent but getting
to the free throw line just three
times compared to 28 for
Murray.
With the win. the Tigers
improve to 3-0 on the season.
The score of Tuesday's game
was almost identical to the
Tigers' season-opening win over
Ballard Memorial. in which they
outscored the Bombers 59-53.
Murray returns to the court
on Monday at Mayfield. Tipoff
is set for 7:30 p.m.
La* lkols54
Lady Flab 44
The Lady Tigers used clutch
free throw shooting down the
stretch Tuesday night to hold on
to a 54-44 victory at Fulton
County.
Murray shot just 22 percent
from the field but made up for it
at the charity stripe. The Lady
Tigers got to the line 33 times
and converted on 26 shots to
shoot 79 percent.
The black and gold scored its
last 10 points of the game at the
free throw line.
After a 15-15 deadlock at the
end of the first quarter. Murray
took control of the game in the
second, outscoring the Lady
Pilots 16-5 behind a strong
•See NSW 2C
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Spoo goes for 22nd year at MU

Haverstock Insurance Agency

DEAN OF OVC COACHES IS SIXTH
LONGEST TENURED HEAD COACH
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By OVC Sports Information
CHARLESTON. IL. - Eastern Illinois University director of
Athletics Barbara Burke announced today that Panthers head football
coach Bob Spoo would return for the 2009 season as the long-time
LIU head coach met with members of the media on Tuesday afternoon.
"We are pleased to announce that Coach Spoo will be returning
for his 22nd season at Eastern Illinois," said Burke. -Coach Spoo
has been the face of this program for many years and we are honored that he wants to continue to build on the success he has helped
establish."
Spoo. who has been the head coach at EIU since 1987. has a
career record of 132-109-1 dunng 21 seasons as head coach. EIU
has made six NCAA FCS playoff appearances since 20(X) and nine
total NCAA FCS playoff berths under Spoo. The 2008 team finished
with a 5-7 record.
Spoo is currently the sixth longest tenured head coach at the same
school in the NCAA Division I ranks trailing only Joe Paterno (at
Penn State since 1966). Bob Ford (at Albany since 1973). Bobby
Bowden (at Flonda State since 1976), Andy Talley (at Villanova
since 1985) and Frank Reamer (at Virginia Tech since 1987.)

KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD

SANDY KING/ EIU Sports )nformat000

Bob Spoo, who has been the head coach at EIU since 1987,
has a career record 0( 132-109-1 during 21 seasons as head
coach. He will return for his 22nd season next year.
EIU kicks off the 2009 football season on Sept. 3 against Illinois
State with one of the highlights of the season being an Oct. 10 game
at Penn State.

MLB ROUNDUP
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Yankees chase Sabathia;
K-Rod agrees with Mets
By MIKE FITZPATRICK
AP Baseball Writer
LAS VEGAS(AP)- Yankees general manager Brian Cashman dashed off to California after CC
Sabadua, while the New York Mets and Cleveland
Indians closed in on big-name closers at baseball's
winter meetings.
The New York Post reported on its Web site
early Wednesday morning that Sabathia has agreed
to sign with the Yankees. No other details were
available.
Cashman left Las Vegas and traveled to the San
Francisco area Tuesday to meet with Sabadna for
the third straight day. The prized pitcher was
thought to prefer playing near his California home.
"He would look good in pinstripes.- manager
Joe Girardi said.
Cashman's trip to the Bay Area was disclosed
by a baseball official who spoke on condition of
anonymity because the Yankees didn't say where
the GM had gone -only that he left the Bellagio
hotel. Cashman traveled after being invited by
Sabathia. the official said.
The crosstown Mets already made a free-agent
splash by landing Francisco Rodriguez, and fellow
reliever Kerry. Wood was close to el deal with the
Cleveland Indians.
K-Rod became the first top-tier free agent to
pick a team when he decided to join the Mets, desperate for bullpen help. Coming off a record 62
saves for the Los Angeles Angels. Rodriguez
reached a preliminary agreement early Tuesday on
a $37 million, three-year contract with New York.
The sides still have to work out a wntten agreement and the pitcher must pass a physical, two people familiar with the negotiations said. They spoke
to The Associated Press on condition of anonymity because the contract had not yet been completed
"Ho got a ternfic deal from the Mets and he's
going to do a great job for them," Angels manager
Mike Scioscia said. "He's got great postseason
experience. I don't know that I've met a guy mentally as tough as Francisco on the mound. ... The
offers that were made to Francisco over the last
couple years obviously were not the ones that he
was looking for to stay here with the Angels.Rodriguez's deal with New York is unlikely to
be. finalized before next week.
"The way that we lost so many close games late.

•MHS
From Page 1C
defensive effort that allowed the
Lady Tigers to build a cushion
that would last them the remainder of the game.
Junior guard Emily Benson
hit several shots to spark Murray
in the second quarter en route to
her 12 points on the night.
Haley Armstrong paced the
Lady Tigers for the second consecutive games, scoring 20
points and adding seven
rebounds. Benson was the only

FtZ.

Remaining Free
Agents List
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BALTIMORE
- Juan Castro
so Alex Cannon so Soon, Maar
lb Jay Payton of
(9) -- Paul Byrd rhp
Sean Casey. lb Bartolo Colon
rhp Neir Cara u Men Keltlay or
Dand Ross c Corr Scheng Its,
Mike Time" Pip Jason Vaned c
CHICAGO (6)- Orlando Cabrera
ss Joe Coeds. 3O Ken Grain Jr
Of Toby Het, c. Noracio Renew.
Ith. Aron Unbe, 3b
CLEVELAND (4) - Brendan
Donnelly eh Scott Elarion rho
Sal Fasano c Juan Rm.,. Pip
DETROIT
- Kyle Farnsworth
ItIp Casey FOW/11 kV Freddy
Garua rhp Todd Jones rhp•
Kenny Rogers Es, Vance Wilson
KANSAS CITY III - Mani
Gructosenek. 2b
LOS ANGELES is -- Garret
Juan linens
Of
Francosco
Rodriguez rhp Mark Nowa. lb
MINNESOTA (4)- An Everett
$s Eadre Guarded° Ihts Nick
Punic se Denny, Reyes. Is,
NEVI YORK (11) - Bobby Mask.
O J4.0,1 Guard, lb Chad
Moore, c Mg.Mumma rhp. Cal
Prism° alp Andy Paths rip
Sodney Pomo,
Ivan
mo
Rodniguez c
OAKLAND (4) - Erns erorin or
Alan Emboli. Oh Keith Foulke
Ifs,. Frank Thanes. dh
SEATTLE (3)- Wee Bloorncheal
Of Miguel Cairo inf. Fleur Ibanez
T▪AMPA BAY (3)- Rix= Baldee
dh Cl. Floyd. dh Enc tamers Of
TEXAS 41 - Mason Bradley clh
Jason Jennings rhp Ramon
Vazquez. 31, Jaren Wight Its,
T0140447014)- A J Buren. Pip
John Parrish Is, Brad Wilkerson
Of Gregg Lori c
NATIONAL LEAGUE
ARIZONA (7) - Tony Clark lb
Jun, Cruz Pe, Adam Dunn. of
Dared Eckstein so Orlando
Hudson 25,. Randy Johnson Ihp.
Brandon Lyon. rhp
ATLANTA 180 - Elmer Demons
rho loft Gunfire rhp Greg
Nonon Of We Ohrnan eh John
Smoot? no Joan There: rhp

CHICAGO
- Henn Enrico. C.
ern Edmonds, of, Chad Fla,
Jan Lieber Pp, Daryl, Need. lb.
KIT/ Wood.
CINCINNATI (S)
,t5BOSTN
- Piof Eleko, C.
Josh Fogg Its, JOT/ lionsion Jr .
of Kent Necker. NV CONly
Patterson, of ..1.1111, Valentin. c
COLORADO 16/ Boan
hp Matt Herpes. rhp liven
Hernandez. Itr. Adam Melhuse. C.
Scott Podsednok Of Glendon
Rusch, On
FLORIOA(4)- Lous Gaudio.at
lAerk Hendrickson. Ih. Poi Lo
Duca, c. Arthur Rhodes hp.
HOUSTON (3) - Brad Ammo.c
Mark Lorena. Mr. Randy Woe hp
:OS ANGELES 13) - Joe
Bernet hp Gary Bennett C
Rafael Furcal
Nornar
U
Gercepana. ss. Jason Johnson
Its, MN Kant, 2b. Derek Lowe
Oh Greg Maddux, rhp Patio
Orcra. Chan 110 Park, dip. Brad
Penny ree MOM! Patna" Of
"MAC Sweeney, lb
MILWAUKEE ith - Craig
Counsel 3b Ray Durham 2t
Eric Gione iro Gros 'rapier or
Guelenno mots Ph CC Swathe
Ith, Ben Sheets N. Brien
Shoes* hp
NEW YORK I
- Moises Alou
Of Tony Armes Jr rth Luis Ayala.
rho Damon Emery. 2b Orlando
Hernandez. rrd, Pedro Martinez.
its, Ramon Martinez 21, Trot
Nixon ol Other Perez hp
Ricardo Boron Os, Matt Wise
rth
PHILADELPHIA 141 - Pat Burrell
Of Torn Gordon Oh Jamie Moyer
Ith Rudy Sum:. Its,
PITTSBURGH • - Chns
Gomez 3b Jason Named or
Doug Mentkewcz lii Late Rwas
ss
ST
LOUIS 18) - Juan
E ricarriaoon
Of.
Jason
Isringrausen. ,Is, Ceser lzbuns
sa Braden Loopier. rhp Felipe
Lopez 20 Mark Murder Itc. Ekes
Sawyer rhp Ron Vlore. eip
SAN DIEGO (2) - Trevor
Hollmen. Its,, Mark Prior rth
SAN FRANCISCO (2) - Rich
Aurae, Iti. Omar Yawn n
WASHING Tier Ill - Immo
Boone lb Disdis Perez sip

From Page 1C
TSU had a chance at the end
of the game but suffered a shot
clock violation and turned the
ball over with 1.1 seconds left
on the clock. On the ensuing
possession. Bobbin's attempt
bounced off the rim and the
game went into overtime
In the extra period. Belmont
went 3-for-3 from beyond the
arc and outscored TSU 18-12.
BU sank seven free-throws
down the stretch to seal the
win.
Amber
Rockwell
led
Belmont with 20 points while
Jessica Bobbitt pulled down II
boards.

Weenv's•
&IRMO
School
OVC(Overall)
Eastern Illinois
2-0(6-3)
Morehead State
2-0(6-2)
Tennessee Tech
1-0(24)
Aushn Peay
1-1 (3-5)
Eastern Kentucky
1-1 (3-4)
Murray State
1-1 (4-4)
Tennessee State
1-1 (3-6)
Jacksonville State 0-1 (1-7)
SE Missouri State 0-2(3-4)
MartIn
0-2 t1-6)
Tame
Belmont 78 Tennessee State 72
Wiseeiner
Sill Edwardsville at E ;Moors
Bethel at Southeast sfissoo,
Samasw
Houston Baptist at E Kentucky
IPPN at Eastern Illinois
SE Missoun a! Southern Miss
SIC Edwardsville at Austin Peay
Isom
Houston Baptist a: moreoeaci St
Martin
UT
at MiSsoun
Murray State al Evansville
Tennessee S! at Alabama AAM

7p
'pm
12 p rn
3p
5pm
7p
1 pin
2 m
2p m
3p m

Tuesday s Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
Adair Co 58 Manon Co 41
Alien Co -Scottsvele 66 Barren Co 56
Apollo 58 Daviess Co 49
Augusta 70 Bracken Co 50
Ballard Memorial 73 Reit:Rand 54
Bardstown 77 Fort Knox 61
Beechwood 73 Dayton 49
Bellevue 59 Sever Grove 48
Beth Haven 46 Model 41
Betsy Layne 60 Paintsville 54
Bishop BrOesarl 67 Pendleton Co 44
Boone Co 51 Newport Central Catholic
33
Bockhorn 91 Owsley Co 88
Bullet East 83 Shelby Co 75
CalNary Chnstian 67 Villa Madonna 51
Campbell Co 42 Dixie Heights 31
Carlisle Co 94. FuNon Crty 76
Caverna 59 Logan Co 53
Claiborne
County
Tenn
74
Middlesboro 64
Clinton Co 61 Monroe Co 42
Conner 78 Coy Catholic 61
Corbin 75 Clay Co 62
Cornerstone Christian 62 Henry Co 58
Cumberland Co 78 Metcalfe Co 48
Deming 64 St Patnck 60
East Caner 74, Lewis Co 61
East Jessamine 61. Mercer Co 56
East Ridge 69 Pike Co Central 52
Elizabethtown 53 Greenwood 49
Evangel Christian 63 Eminence 52
Fairview 56 Rose Hal Ctinstian 45
Fleming Co 67 Raceland 59
Frankfort 51 Leo Sayre 47
Franklin Co 80 Boyle Co 49
Franktin•Simpson 45 White House
Tenn 32
Gallatin Co 62 Walton- Varnne
Garrard Co 64. Burgin 48
Glasgow 68. Todd Co Central 51
Green Co 52 Hart Co 45
Heath 71. Hickman Co 48
Henderson Co 73 Union Co 50
Highlands 59 St Henry 50
Holmes 62 Newpon 43
Hopkins Co Central 69 Munlenberg
North 61
Johnson Central 67 Lawrence Co 62
June Buchanan 51 Coolie 44
Knott Co Central 70 Lelche, County
Central 60
LaRue Co 89 Bettriehern 72
Lee Co 73 Estill Co 62
Leo Bryan Station 71 Leo Henry Clay
66
Leo Paul Dunbar 85 Leo Lafayette 73
Lincoln Co 58 Wayne Co 37
Lone Oak 71 St Mary 57
LOu Atherton 78. Lou Fern Creek 75
OT
Lou Ballard 83 Lou Seneca 67
Lou DeSales 58 Lou Butler 56
Lou
Eastern 59. Lou
Christian
Academy 41
Lou Fairdale 72 Bullth Central 56
Lou Iroquois 65. Lou Doss 50
Lou Jeffersontown 93 Lou Ky Country
Day 36
Lou Moore 75. Lou Male 72. OT
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 9). Lou
Valley 51
Lou Shawnee 87 Lou Brown 504
Lou Southern 62. North Bullet 48
Lou St Xavier 60. Lou Central 48
Lynn Camp 75 Oneida Baptist 67
Madison Central 51 George Rogers
Clark 46
MadiSonville-North
Hopkins
79
Christian Co 78
Mason Co 44. Gov Holy Cross 29
McLean Co 58 Muhlenberg South 53
Meade Co 58. Hancock Co 43
Murray 58, Fulton Co 53
Nicholas Co 88. Ky SLhoul for the Deaf
63
North Laurel 107. Jackson Co 85
North Oldham 85. Spencer Co 54
Ohio Co 67. Butler Co 37
Oldham Co 48 Nelson Co 45
Owen Co 74 Trimble Co 40
Paducah Tilghman 86 Mayfiela 51
Paris 44 Berea 29

Perry Cc, Central del Hazard torten
Pineville 139 Red Bird 56
Prestonsburg 63 Amen Central 52
Hockcastle Co 94. Barbourville 52
Russell 73 Boyd Co 57
Russell Co 72 Sommer 63
Scott775
14arrison
"
'
6 C°°9.
"
Co 49
Scott Co 81 Lex Tales Creek 76
Shelby Valey 100. Ashland Blazer 57
South Floyd 55. Jaelison City 48
South Laurel 69. Whitley CO 63
South Oklham 82 Denville 66
Southwestern 58 Monticello 26
Taylor Co 68 Campbellsville 60
Tr% Co 93 Cakhkell Co 64
Webster Co 80 Cntlenden Go 61
West Caner 56 Rowan Co 37
'Nest Jessamine 56 Casey Co 52
Wilkamsburg 72 Jellico Tenn 63
Wolfe Co 30 Magothn Co 78
Wrxxthord Cu 54 Western Hills 42
Girls Beekettiell
Alien Central 66 Prestonsburg 63
Allen Co -Scottsville 46. Barren Co 42
Bardstown 52 John Hardin 46
Belfry 60 Waiarnson. W Va 42
Berea 87 Wolfe Co 75
Bullet Central 55 Lou Fairdale 46
Carlisle Co 52 Fulton City 17
Central Hardin 53. Brecturinctge Co 42
C07;
33
unity Christian (Paducah) 58.
He
Cumberland Co 78. Metcalfe Co 48
Edmonson Co 57 Frederick Fraize 18
Evangel Christian 59. Beth Haven 47
Floyd Central Ind 67. South Oldham 45
2Onki'n-SiMpSOn 78, White House
Fra
Tenn
Garrard Co 36 Washington Co 24
Green Co 77. Hart Co 64
Hartan 611 kr,r, reantr,I 47

Harlan Co 41 Lee High Va 40
sonnvs
. Ind 4833
Hei
7C65
Hocr 11?e
icr
i9
SvIle
° .80
Daw
CSCi
asn
ile
Jackson Co 60 Leslie Co 52
LaRue Co 59 Font Knox 35
Leo Paul Dunbar 55 Leo Henri Clay
45
Let Sayre 36. Frankfort 28
Lincoln Co 38 Wayne Co 25
Logan Co 54 Cavema 35
Lou Ballard 61 Lou Assumption 43
Lou Brown 38 Lou Shawnee 36
Lou Central 48 Lou Presentation 44
Lou Christian Academy 50 Lou
Eastern 35
Lou Fern Creek 70. Lou Atherton 40
Lou Holy Cross 69. Lou Western 43
Lou Iroquois BO Lou Doss 40
Lou Jeffersontown 59. Lou Ky Country
Day 36
Lou Male 71. Lou Moore 29
Lou Mercy 59. Lexington Catholic 52
Lou Pleasure
3
Ridge Park 56 Lou
'/alley
Lynn Camp 65. Oneida Baptist 21
Lyon Co 48 University Heights 47
c
Mhandsmn
isonyille.North
58
Hopkins
62
Co
Maroon Co 57. Adair Co 48
Monroe Co 52 Clinton Co 44
Montgomery Co 49 Paris 24
klui
Ne r
sor
ray. .
C
54 , FSuiltonAndCeors4c:
35
Co
Newport Genital Catholic 66 Holmes 52
Nicnotas Co 92 Ky School for the Deaf
5
North Bohn 51 Lou Southern 41
Notre Dame 53. Gin St Ursula. Ohio 41
Paducah Tilghman 59 Mayfrekl 42
p,new,e 63RersideChnsban
Pianst69N
65. OT
36
Red Bird
Shelby Co 76, Eminence 10
Simon Kenton 69. Dixie Heights 31
Southwestern 65 Monticello 48
St Mary 46 Lone Oak 40
Todd Co Central 54. Glasgow 44
Williamsburg 87. Jelloo Tenn 21
Williamstown 62 Gallatin Co 56
Woodford Co 54 Western Hills 52
Coeburn Tournament
Shelby Valley 61 Appalachia Va 30
Messed Co. IL Tounament
Beard Memorial 67 Marion III 58

•Long

I think that was critical for us to-theoreticallyaddress this thing here. We have addressed it very From Page 1C
well," Mets manager Jerry Manuel said, laughing. our team."
"I mean, they say the word on the street is good.
With that. Kennedy added
It's good. That's just the word on the street. We've that there is a good possibility
got to get it written down."
that Long will receive a medical redshirt this season and
that the third-year MSU coach
does not plan to take the redshin off freshman guard Donte
other player in double digits for
The Lady Tigers outreboundMurray, but Stacey McClure ed Fulton County 37-28 while Poole.
"Not at this time because
turned in a strong evening as holding the Lady Pilots to 36
well, scoring eight points and percent shooting from the field. Dome's biggest weakness was
grabbing eight boards.
Fulton County converted on just on the defensive side of the
Senior center Courtney Perry 3 of 17 three-pointers and got to ball," he said. "We're down on
contributed five points. Kyra the line just seven times com- the defensive end, but it
shouldn't hurt us offensively.
Waye scored 13 points to lead pared to 33 for Murray.
Fulton County.
The win preserved the Lady Jewuan was good in transition
After going into halftime Tigers' unblemished 3-0 record. and had a big three early on
against Morehead, but it'll take
with a 31-20 lead. Murray led Fulton County fell to 0-3.
41-31 after three quarters and
Murray will hit the road once some time for us to figure it
outscored the Lady Pilots 13-10 again next Tuesday, traveling to out.in the fourth.
As to how Kennedy goes
Heath for a 7:30 p.m. upoff.

about figuring that out k
something not even he is sure
of.
"We'll probably have to
play Matt Fraliex at the 2guard and probably play more
zone. We've gone from being a
very good man-to-man team at
times, to have to make some
adjustments on the defensive
end. That's something that
we'll have time to work out
this week and we'll see what
happens."
Murray State will follow up
the Mizzou game with a preChristmas trip to the San Juan
Shoot Out in San Juan. Puerto
Rico on Dec. 20. 21 and 22.
where the Racers will play
South Florida, Oral Roberts
and Wright State.

iv, radio
MEN'S COLLETE
T
ABIASKETBALL
7 p.m.
TCU at Indiana
MIXED MARTIAL ARTS
8 p.m.
SPIKE - UFC weiterwerghts Josh
Kositheck (132-0) vs Yoshryteu Yoshida
(10-2-0) welterweights Mike Send,(122-0) vs Jonathan Goole.(n 9-11 !ghee/eights Matt Oman (10-3-0) vs
Frank* Edgar 19-1-0) at Fayetteville
NC
NBA BASKETBALL.
7 p.m.
ESPN - Cleveland at Philadelphia
9:30 p_m.
ESPN - Phoenix at LA
F SPN2

4 p.m.R
S°CCE
ESPN CLASSIC - UEFA Champions
League Real Madrid CF vs FC Zona
St Petersburg at Madrid Soain
(sane-day tape)

KOWN RCMP( 71PCTU,s,
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\Can Live All Year Long In Your Ho!
Let Us Control
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2009 Toyota Camry
MSRP
$21 114
Peppers Disc

• 4 Cyl • Cruise
• r)

Toyotathon
Price

Q Q9
.
)44

4=1 2009 Toyota Corolla LE
raw
MSRP
$18.554
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

• stk
IT C9199

42

42
58

it

18
18
,m 45
use

• 5 7L V8
• TundraGrade

Stk 1TT8303

Toyotathon
Price

- 3.007
-4.500

_

stk

• .11
• AM/FM/CI)
• Fi Sod Manual • Aluminum Wherl•

Toyotathon
Price

Sik
11C-T82 It,

• 1.

4:3P

2008 Jeep® Wrangler X
nt212

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

$20,605
-2.285
- 2,000

16,320°

‘VFNVCI

40
43
untry

MSRP 24,215°°
Peppers Discount. - 3,895.07
Rebates
- 1,750.00*

Brand New 2009
Dodge Ram 1500

4150 2009 Chevy Traverse 1LT
daserAmk.
Stk.8(..T9063

4

All

52
Lou

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Pt-PPt;ecf

62

on All 2008

MALIBUS
In Stock
Disebileir *AP pnces plus tax Otte and license at: t
Photos for illustration
°eh
trademarks of Chrysler LLC

purposes

"Whatever it takes, we want to be

1149 00 doc tee
toe are registeled

your

car or truck

Disclaimer 'Price is plus tax title & license and after all manufacturers rebates
factory tc dealer incentives $149 doc lee inciuded Photos for
illustration purposes only

cons a ."

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

PEPPE/CC

werier.oepperetoyota:com

•21146s W.sU

PEPPt-h7g-1111iiiiii

• 24004 Wood-Si.•Paris
642-566i•le00-241•1456-

ov4.1114.- 1-DNI-326-3221.731 642 39106

2008 Models Must Go!

s5 000 OFF MSRP

PI°

It's the BEST
I TORTIATHON Event Ever!
Photos for idustation purposes soh, 2 9.• APR ter 60 mos with addroveC.
Toyota Financial Services Credit

$28,890"*

• Dual Skyscape Sunroof
•7 Pussenger Seating
•n
d Auto Trans

!et

533mwo
- 3,799.92
- 750.00*

Peppers Discount
Rebates

<

i ,,,......., .Pnce includes doe tee of 5149 00 taxes title and license are additiona,

S18,56993*

Stk.8GC9017
•6 ras6enger Seating
• CM Radio
• 79 MPG Hwy.

$i5 425. In Stock Now!!!

2,000 Toyota Rebate or
2.9% Financing For 60 Mos.

44
Lou

2009 Chevy Impala

- 1.000
- 500

HAVE

3

42310

$11199708*

• Rear Spoiler
• 31 MPG Hwy

12 858°
Si k

/

MSRP'16,265'
' Peppers Discount. - 2,267.92
Rebates
- 2,000.00'

Stk. 16C8.3018
•4 Speed
Auto Iron

MSRP
522,385
Peppers Disc
2,777
Mfg. Rebate
- 5,000
SE Bonus Rebate - 1.750

• %AI E \

• Si. • I's
• r, !,1, • 5

411111._

12,998°

• r. si

I A!! New 2008 Toyota Highlanders

3

2008 Chevy Cobalt

2,000

2008 Dodge 1500ST

1-rvw

Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

Sp.
,
'" • CD
* TT9171
• NC
• Reb Cab

Mfg. Rebate

srk mom.
&iv

IC" 2008 Toyota Tacoma PU
rriM
MSRP
$16925

et)

$17,035
- 2,037

\ISRP
Peppers Disc

Toyotathon
g 009*
Price 9
`if 744

Disc
Toyota Rebate

ni.6Autpo
S

WWI "'•

- 1.555
-1,000

(ne 2008 Toyota Tundra
Crew Max DX tvisRp
$31066
Peppers

Compass Sport

AtitS

1,515
1 500

Toyota Rebate
‘st•
T C.,9209

Jeep®

wyceepeppiersailiomothrie.coni -„
..
, NO 375 3721. 731 642 3100

Pass TN

•-

4,

2007 Chevrolet Malibu IS

37,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P6“6

ci

10,930*

30

2003 Chevrolet Impala

2007 Dodge

Rain 1500

gid#

2004 Chevrolet Tahoe LS

85,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk #GC8389A

s5,996*
1414111111111,11111111141110

103,000 Miles, T/C

PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #GC9015A

$8,916'
2007 Dodge Grand Caravan SE

2008Chrysler Sebring LX: 22.000 Miles, VD. PW/PL, CD. Stk.
SLT, 4X4, 13,000 Miles,
OCP577.
Reg. Cab, Short Bed, 20"
$11,968
Chrome Wheels, Hemi. 2006Chevrolet Avalanche LT Z-71: 31,000 Miles, Heated
Stk. #P6962
Leather. Moonroof. Chrome Nerf Bars Stk *CP533
$20,971
2008 Dodge Caliber SXT: 22.000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL, CD, Alloy

$11,961

Wheels. Moonroof Stli, #CP578

$161,9*,..5*
2005 Ford F-150 FX4

Wheels. Satellite Rao
h.da

92,
1 9801

PWiPL,

2008Chrysler Sebring Limited: 17,000 Miles TIC.
CD.
Leather, Alloy Wheels Stk 4CP568 MSRP $25.135
$13,981
2005 Chrysler 300C: 49,000 Miles. Heated Leather. Chrome
0P6973A.

—1 Crew Cab 4x4, Off Road,
74,000 Miles, T/C,

Int

29,000 Miles,
Stow-N-Go, DVD
Stk. #P6889

$12,993

2008 Chevrolet Suburban LT
13,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, NAV, DVD,8
Passenger. Stk. #P6972
MSRP $53,695

PW/PL. CD
Stk tiCID551

43,970*
2005 Buick Rainer CXL

17S
11

1

s33r988
60 000 Miles. Heated

33.000 Miles, T/C. PW/PL.
CD. Heated Leather.
Stk #P6977

Ii

26,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof, NAV
Stk. #P6978
MSRP S43,695

Leather. Moonroof. Chrome
Wheels. 7 Passen9er.
Stk. #CP585.
MSRP $31 714

- 4141 r975*
2008 Pontiac Solstice

2005 Cadillac CTS

2007 Buick Rendezvous CXL

s11,986*
2004 Buick LeSabre Limited

$19,971
2007 Chevrolet Monte Carlo SS

5.000 Miles. Convertible,
Automatic. Leather,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk #P6994

38.000 Miles. Leather,
Chrome Wheels, Heads
Up Display.
Stk. #P6990

35.000 Mtles
Heated Leather
Stk #CP546

520,934*

s12,9141*

95,986*

*Disciarmer AN prices plus taii, She and license

5149 doc tee in,

..ion purposes

BUICK
Cc2

Drive Beautiful
Ifti Niff 8 a

171

24081 Wood51.0•Paris • 642-5661• 1-800-748-8816
virww.peppersautomotive.com

-6 p m . sat. 8 six.-1 pin

JPep

•
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GPS, hidden cameras
watching over Baby Jesus
By ERIC GORSKI
AP Religion Wnter
When Baby Jesus disappeared last year from a Nativity
scene on the lawn of the
Wellington. Fla., community
center, village officials didn't
follow a star to locate him.
A GPS device mounted
inside the life-size ceramic figurine led sheriff's deputies to a
nearby apartment, where it was
found face down on the carpet.
An 18-year-old woman was
arrested in the theft.
Giving up on old-fashioned
padlocks and trust, a number of
churches, synagogues, governments and ordinary citizens are
turning to technology to protect
holiday displays from pranks or
prejudice.
About 70 churches and synagogues eager to avoid the
December police blotter jumped
at a security company's offer of
free use of GPS systems and
hidden cameras this month to
guard their mangers and menorahs.
Others, like the Herrera family of Richland Hills, Texas,
took matters into their own
hands. Upset after their teetertotter was stolen, the family
trained surveillance cameras on
their yard and was surprised
when footage showed a teenage
girl stealing a baby Jesus worth
almost $500. Police have
obtained the tape.
"They took the family Jesus,"
said Gloria Herrera. 48, a
Catholic."How can anybody do
that?"
For two consecutive years,
thieves made off with the baby
Jesus figurine in Wellington, a
well-off village of 60,000 in
Palm Beach County, Fla. The
ceramic original, donated by a
local merchant, was made in
Italy and worth about $1,800,
said John Bonde. Wellington's
director of operations.
So last year, officials took a
GPS unit normally used to track
the application of mosquito
spray and implanted it in the latest replacement figurine. After
that one disappeared, sheriff's
deputies quickly tracked it
down.
Sensing opportunity in that
kind of success story, New Yorkbased BrickHouse Security is
offering up to 200 nonprofit religious institutions a free month's
use of security cameras and
LightningGPS products it distributes.
Chief executive officer Todd
Morris said the idea was born
after a few churches asked about
One-month rentals instead ot
longer contracts that are the
norm. The first 20 or so applications came from synagogues. he
said.
Rabbi Yochonon Goldman ot
Lubavitch of Center City,
Philadelphia-area branch of the
Chabad Lubavitch movement.
signed up even though his previous biggest scare involved the
wind knocking down a menorah
"People are very security
conscious, and this is simply a
precaution," said Goldman, who
will put a GPS on one menorah
and a camera on another. "It's
sad ... but it's the reality we're
faced with."
As members of a minority
religion. Jews are probably hit
harder when their religious symbols are vandalized, said
Deborah Lauter, national civil
rights director for the .AntiDefamation League.
"If Baby Jesus is removed, it
tends to be seen as a prank,''
Lauter said. "Vandalism or theft
of a menorah is just more sensitive. You feel like you're really
being targeted for your religion."
The ADL identified 699 incidents of anti-Semitic vandalism
in 2007, consistent with recent
years.
So far in 2008, Baby Jesus
has appeared in several police
reports. At First United
Methodist Church in Kittanning.
Pa., a baby Jesus was stolen and
replaced with a pumpkin. In
Eureka Springs, Ark.. someone
who absconded with a plastic
baby Jesus from a public display
last week also took the concrete
block and chain that was supposed to act as a deterrent.
Previously, stolen Jesus fig
urines have also been defaced
with profanity or Satanic symbols.
The incidents raise a question: Is stealing Baby Jesus
harmless juvenile fun, or antiChristian?
"I suspect most of it is childish pranks," said attorney Mike

AP
Wellington, Fla.'s holiday display is outside the community
center. When Baby Jesus disappeared from the creche in
front of the community center, village officials did not follow a
star to locate Jesus. A GPS device had been mounted inside
the ceramic figure that led them to a nearby apartment and
the arrest of a 18-year-old g!r!. More ',ha., 70 churches have
taken advantage of a security company offer of tracking
devices.
Johnson of the Alliance Defense thefts as neither innocent vanFund, a conservative Christian dalism nor religious hate crimes.
legal group. "Clearly, there are
"What it means is that it's
adults with an agenda to remove OK to go around violating even
Christ from Christmas. But they pretty important norms, as long
tend to occupy themselves with as real human harm isn't being
the courts and courtroom of pub- done," he said. "It's not exactly
lic opinion."
devaluing Christianity, but it is
Stephen Nissenbaum, a sort of a ritualized challenge to
retired history professor at the it. It could be Christian kids
University of Massachusetts doing it — and on Jan. 2 they
Amherst and author of "The become good Christians again."
Battle for Christmas," views the

GREG TRAVIS/Lete: & Times
SANTA PROJECT UNDEFtviA.; Michelle Hansen, left, director of the Calloway County
Family Resource Center, and Erica Jackson,(FRC parent volunteer), work Thursday on
donations made to the 2008 Calloway County Schools' Santa Project. The program for Calloway
County school st.idents. 12th grade and younger, assists families by providing gifts such
as
clothing, books, games and toys at Christmastime. Hansen said 677 youth are currently
signed up and she expects that number to climb as high as 750. Out of 241 families, Hansen
said 163 are still in need of sponsors. She said sponsors and all donations are needed,
especially teen items and boys items. New clothing, toys and tax deductible monetary
donations
are also being accepted at the Family Resource Center at East Elementar School,
y
1169
Pottertown Rd., Murray, KY 42071, for children who are not sponsored. Checks can
be made
out to the Angel Fund. All funds designated for Santa Project are spent on the program.
Residents who have questions or wish to sponsor a child, should contact Tammy McCallon
at
762-7333 or Hansen at 973-0542.
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Help Feed The Need
This Holiday Setiswill
Go to any Fleming Furniture location and vote
for your favorite Christmas tree with a canned
good item. One canned good equals one vote.
All donations will be distributed to needy
families this holiday season through the
following organizations:
In Paducah: Ilse Family Service Society
isi Benton: Marshall C'ounty Needllne
In Murray:(all..way County Needlltie
/halal to thefollowing schoolsfor decoratbeg the trees:
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Rocker Recliner
- Buy one at Reg
Discount Price of
5371Get 2nd at
1 1- krtav, !Fir'
S49i for

'5MPI,F8P,4)111111,1, - Sofa, bomber

jacket lock, Sofa nail head trim.
reg. ciiicoaut price
74
10 Of S731, get curcklng
Love Seat
'
; of 14.4,14.0 $930 for

'2L7
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1:X AMI'LE
.ASII IIif' Antique Black
& Cherry Finish
Dresser & Mirror.
Bay one at Reg.
Discount price
of $822 anci_get
510 Queen Sire
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of retail $657 for
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M PI, LINE - Dual Rediner Pad over Chaise Sofa Bomber Judie( Look
Micro Fiber. Boy at Rag. Discount Pike of $1,098,'Get mataiing chair & 1:2
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Do Is SAVE YOU

MONEY!

IlUeilaCtivite 3501 141oRlowill. 11.1.4
141oloory SO • A Use Ube Loot of 1-24
4.06,00., KY 442405• 1.550.754.4734
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01 North Main 40441, Sono.* ItY
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'5499 minimum purchsas for sn months, no portent no MIMI "Exclude. Thomasville & Teraper.Pedic Excludes View Priced
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As a Furniture First dealer, we are backed by over $1 Billion in
bight'power to offer you quality homefunds/sings at huge savrags.
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